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IntOduction

/ ' ./// \
Following are the details of a program that\motherS and

trainers of mothers of four-and five-year old.chil ren can use

to increaSe the interpersonal problem-solving ability of their

children, and their ubsequent behavioral adjustment\. It is an

educational progr. fin, which at the same time is a preventive

mental health procjram. The program derives from over six years

of research and use by. teachers and mothers of children in

urban schools.* It haS been evaluated and shown to work.

l'he program is _a carefully Sequenced series of lessons in

the form of games the mother plays with her child or children.

The,pro/gram takes about twenty minutes per day, over a period

of three months.' The mother c-un work-with-a--;single- child or

she can include her other children if she wishes. The sequence
ti

begins with games to develop specific language and attentive

skills, and moves through games that help children identify

emotions, think about people in impOrtant ways, and learn to

gather information about others. The linal games develop skills

in how to think in terms ocoptions, causes and effects, and

consequences in human relations.
,

At various points throughout the script, questionS correspond-
-

ing to the script that the mother can think about or trainers can

pose in meetings can be raised and in the latter case, provide a

sprihgboard for discussion. These exercises are on separate

pages entitled: For Mothers: To Think About.



?A.

ii

The present script is similar to a previous one, deiigned

for teachers of four-year-oldS,..but readapted for flexible, use

with a single-child. In .additibn to the formal games and dia-

lOgdespresented in this script, there are specific dialoguing

,techniques the mother can use at home when problem situations

actually arise." The general approach-,ithe'basic.program

principles, examples of informal use of dialogues and the entire,

program , script for four-year-olds as used by teachers is present-

ed in a book Social Adjustment of Young Children, 1974, by

'Spivack and Shure, published by Jossey-Bass, San Francisco.*

P

I

* A script specifically designed for kindergarten-aged children

is also available by writing to Myrna B. Shure at the Hahne-

mann Community Mental Health/Mental Retardation Center, Divi-

sion of Research and Evaluation, 314 N: Broad Street, Phila.,

Pa. 19102.

¢S
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Instrucienst-to Mothers.

f

1. These lessons are just like games. It is these games that
4

4

you will play with your. child'five days a week. On each

of these five days, you should spend no mg.rNe than twenty;

minutes'time playing the games with your child. If your

child should get tired or lose interest beforethe twenty

minutes time is up, stop the lesson early. In feCt, the

first several games can terminate after five mimes time.

It is ,a-good idea to establish a regular time of dayr.59,z-

these games such as just after dinner,or right before

A
bedtime. The time is not crucial, Mit regularity of time

helps establish.a rclutkrie found to be useful.

r)
2. -specifica-lly-designed ---for-four

olds, mothers have reported their other Children (and

Occasionally neighborhobd children) ranging, in agei from

3 tO 8 have fouqd the games stimulating and interesting.

Mothers have also experienced success in tit:ming an older

child to read the script on occasion, thus-helping her

teach *the younger children. It is important to keep in

mind that,the four or five year old should respond quite

' frequently and not be allowed to be "drowned. out" by older,

.siblings.

3. If your child does not catch on to a lesson, do not repeat

it. Each lesson builds on another lesson and he will get

8
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the point as the games go.on. If your child finds the very

early games top easy; go through them, but move quickly.

4

They are 'necessary for association, to the meaning of games

to follow, and should not.be elimtmited-

4. Variations on the exact wording of the script are permiss-

Cie, as long as the purpos6 of the ,lesson is -not lost. It

is hot necessary to memorize the script. In fact, you may

plape the script on your lap, on the floor or on a table,

rand casually l'-tad from it.

5. In the script are boxes, like this.! 1, If you

wish, you may fi17 in these boxes with your children's'

names. If yau_areworkingwi otre-t-Naa, puppets'are,irl

some cafes substituted to play. the role of other children

and cAa.racter names for the puppets, can be filled in these

boxes. On pages where boxes appear; instructions are given.

6. The day numbers are only approxiMate guide lines. Your

child or children may proceed at a fatter or slower rate

than suggested. 0

7. When pictures are used, they can either be 'taped or magne-.

tized to a board or laid out on the floor or on a table in
ti

easy view of the child.

8. For the problem-solving portion of the script (the last

section), record the solutions and consequences on the work

"I

, /
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A

sheets if you,wish.. For eliciting. responses, you can use

a blackboard or a pad of paper, but writing down the Child's

Tesponses'prov.ides a good'motiVatingtechnigue (whether or

not the child can read).
4r

9.,Any particulartywell-liked games can be repeated inter-
.

mittently, particularly the story books and. pUppe't stories.

.10

O
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Training Proijram Outline

(

Prerequisite Skills Section

GaTe 1-7 Language, Listening and PayingAttention

. ,

Cdtlain very basic- concepts ate necessary for the
ehd r.esult of seeing alternative solutions and
their donsequences, as well as understanding the
meaning of the probtlem. Solving ,a problem -in-
cludes deciding on solution A or'B, and B,
as yell as A but rot B.

Bereiter and Englemann, in their book Teaching
Disadvantaged Children in -thelreschool,(1966)

'have fbund th45 man ik-year-ol children .attend-
ing Head Start do not know the:meaning of the.
words AND, OR, and NOT. Many five-year olds
elso need to learn to think with these word
'ooncepts.

4

The early games and techniques in the presentThe
have bedn adapted from the language

curriculum - of Bereiter and EnglemAnn, but,with 7 N.-
the.foqus being on interpersonal relatIonstlips.
The goal is to teach children to hse these

,
language skills as a tool-to -solving interpersonal
problems, to think alternati'Ves (FOI) and to be
able to think.the negation (NOT). The words:
SAME .and. DIFFERENT become important in naming
'new altern4tives and beingele to discriMinate
between-them.

'If-then'!.-statements EZ later ability to reason
in terms of cause-and-effect and appreciation of
consequences are also taught, .(e.g., IF I am
thinking of a bsdy, then I am NOT thinking of
a ' . )

Some ofIkthe gariles illiultaneously focus on
listening and.paying attention, a first step
in the ability, to take in hits of information
and ,Lhink things through as opposed to jumping'-'4
Lo quick and often faulty conclusions.

Games 8-9 Identifying Emotion; - Rudiments of LOcjic I

In order to consider people's emotions in the
decisTbn-making process in problem-solving, it
isfirst necessary to be able to identify them.
Pictures and teacher)demonstrabions (e.g.,
laOhing, crying, etc.) ;are used for this purpOse.

JJ
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Game
f

10 Multiple Attributes - 71ND,

Beginnings of awareness that there is more than

one element to consider about a person_at any

one, time which may have to be conWered before
taking action in problem-solving. This game

is a first step toward that goal (e.g.,4"This
man is wearing a hat AND he is, wearing .

What-else can we say about this man ? ")'

Games 11-14 Information Gathering - How Can We Tell?

Utilizing skills learned in the preceding lessons,

the goal is to stimulate thinking df ways .to fEnd

out how others feel, that not everyone feels the

same way for the same reason&,.and that the same'

person feels different ways at different times.'

Attending to.others' feelings and preferences
ay be an important element in" later problem-
solving ability, including consequential thinking.

Exercises are conducted' wherein the children

'cannot* see (face covered with book),, but can hear. qiN

that the ;leader is happy by her voice and by her

laughing.

Game 15 More Information Gathei*ing and Do You Like?

Individual choice is stressed. Pictgres are %.

shown wherein each child indicates his choice,

e.g., a plane or a train, and individual
preferences are pointed out.

Inhererit in these games is the notion that a child

cannot assume for example, that because giving
A a doll made A happy that giving B a doll will

,also, make B. happy.

. .Inherent in these games is also guiddnce in

how to find out what other people like and the
children take an active role in doing the "asking."

, 0

Game.16 Emotional Awa"reness,

Above and beyond the ability to identify emotions

is the heed tobe'aware of and sensitive to other

people's feelings in problem-solving.

12
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Game t18

viii

Understanding of, and ways to cope with and
influence emotions and desires of others are
featured. Ways to motivate others to want to
benefit oneself are emphasized, as well as ways
to obtain what one wants without arousing nega-
tive feelings in others (e.g., "Let's pretend
we know that Rachel has a doll to play with,-and
Sandra snatched it away from her. How would that
make Rachel feel?")

connectives

In understanding that consequences are in direct -------
relatiodship to cause-and-effect, i.e., "Johnny
hit Jimmy because Jimmy hit Johnny first," it
is important that child en not only learn to
understand cause-and-eff ct, but to think in such
a way that they will 'see he causal connection
between an act and its consequences.

Game .1g also encourages looking' beyond the
obvious and most noticeable clues to gain infor-
mation, e.g., "Look at the whole picture for
reasons why the girl might have fallen off her_
bik." (In the corner of the pictUre is a tree
that might provide a clue.)

The words MIGHT and MAYBE become important 'in

cause-and-effect in human relations. Preceding
causes may not be a certainty. The why-because
connectives are also useful in situations where
a problem would be avoided (e.g., "I fell because
I rhn too fast.")

More Individual Preferences

This game is the same as Game 15 0th reinforce-,
ment of earlitr concepts, e.g., the ,word hot is

included.

Game 19 A Si-ory

The story I Have a Friend?" is read, with
specific questions reviewing previously learned
concepts about emotions.

13
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Game 20 , What Might Happen Next (Consequences)

In learning to think of consequences that may

ensue from an'act, the Words MIGHT, MAYBE,
WHY-BECAUSE again become important. Emphasis

is again placed on IF-THEN statements 4nd on

the'fact that emotions are important conse-

.
quences. For exampl, "Let's pretend Donald
pushed Karen out, of his. way and Karen chid not

want to be pushed. What might happen next

in the story?" "How might Karen feel?"
"Why might Karen feel 1 Because
The concepts of causality (why-because) and

th-erro-tirons-o-f---might_a_nd maybe help when

considering solutions in light-ErTatenti-a-1---
consequences to an act .( "If I hit him, he

might hit me back") and in=recognizing that
the -effect of an act A another person is
never a certainty.

Game 21 Puppet Story

A story was created to stimulate flanking about
emotions and how to cope with ,varying emotions.

The first part of the story finds the main

character (Allie the Alligator) -very sad because

he cannot participate in the same games as do
other alligators (i.e., run and play). It is

pointed out to him that he can do other things

even better than the other alligators and the

story ends up with Allie being very happy...

The second part of the story (presented on a

new day)., is an i.11ustrated prOblem-solving
'situation, stressing three kinds of thought:

1) one cannot assume that because an individual

likes something that,he.will like it all the

time. The same individual likes different

things at different times. (Allie does not

like to swim all of the time); 2) one'must
gather information before he comes to hasty
conclusions (Whipple the Whale thought 'Allie

did not want to"play with him because'Allie \

did not want to go swimming at that moment);

and 3, it is often important to find out what

the other individual likes in order to solve

an interpersonal problem.

Game 22 More Do- You Like?

14



Game 23 More Why-Because (Puppets)

Ggmes 24-25 Lessons in Fairness

Based,on previous research by author Shure, only
concepts of fairness that were found to be under-
stood by four-and five-year olds are included.
The concept is around the proposition that'in an
equal situation, where two individuals_do not
differ in their "right" to an object, the "fair"
solution is for both individuals to receive
equal benefits or enjoyment of that object.
Acquisition' of this concept is meant to provide
the child with some conception of the "rights"
of others as an element in decision-making, and
-l-eapnlng-to_be_sensitive to the emotions of
others.

Inherent in the second part of this game is the
notion that sometimes in being fair, it is
necessary to wait, e.g., in going on a fire-
truck (acted out), only some can go on the first
trip because the firetruck does not have enough /

room for everyone.

Problem-Solving Section

4

b.

These games present hypothetical problems that
can be solved by incorporating the previously
learned concepts. Some solutions are appropriate
for some problems and not foi bthers. The child
is not told any solutions or consequences.
Emphasis is placed on naming alternatives, probr
able co4sequences of each, and weighing the
options so that he will learn to think "What
can I do?" "What might happen if I do that?"
"What else can r do?"

Story books, puppet stories and actual real-life
problem situations are interspersed for review
purposes and to maintain interest.

15
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Materials.

The materials listed below are those used in the research

project. It is not necessary to use these exact materials.

They can be replaced by similar materials and some can be

made. Most of the materials below may be ordered by an educa-

tional supply company.

Materials

Flannel Magnetic
and Magnet Strips .

'or
Pads of Paper

Poster Dolls (Physical Fittress)

Educational Picture Sets
ti

Moods and Emotions
Social Development
My Community
Transportation
Food and Nutrition

Our Jets (by Helen Hansen)

Puppets'

Dragon (hand pulppet)

Whale (hand.puppet).
Duck (hand puppet)
People Finger Piippet Set

Family Face Puppets
(Black Family or White Family)

Fafm Animals With Barn

16 0

Manufacturer or Publisher

Instructo Corp.
Paoli, Pa. 19361

Trend Publishing, Inc.
St. Paul, Minn. 55165

David C. Cook
Elgin, Ill. 60120

Hayes School Publishing Co.
Wilkinsburg, Pa.'

Creative Playthings
Princeton, N.J. 08540

Instructo Corp.

Process Plastic Co.
Montgomery, Ill.- 60538
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Story Books

Will I Have a Friend? MacMillan

by Miriam Cohen New York

1967

The Circus Baby MacMillan

by Maud and Misba Petersham New York

1950

Trinket Assortment

Animals and Toys Nivelty or 5 and 10
store

Drawings

Appropriate drawings made

Game 7

17



'<t. NOTE

The games that follow can be played with one

child-or more than one child: k Exceptions are

noted in the script.

-There are directions to play some
games if more than one child is

playing. These games are followed
by a game to play if one child is

playing.
,

, -Game 3 is designed for yOu to play
if your child is a boy. It is fol-
lowed by another game 3 toplay if
your,. child is a girl.

18



TRAININGPROGRAM

Prerequisite Skills Section

DAY I

GAME 1 -- IS

Materials

Trend Poster Dolls (Physical Fitness)

4 girl dolls; 3 boy dolls

Mother: Now we're going to play a game. Are you ready?

O.K. Watch me very carefully.

Mother: (Use name of your own child) is a

boy (girl). Is (child) a boy (girl)? Yes, (child)

IS a boy (girl).

Point to each child in the group, and ask the

same question.

If child teases by-saying a boy is a girl,

just,say, "O.K. I know you're teasing me."

Mother: Now match_me_caefully, I am going to point to a

boy doll, like this' (point to boy doll). I am

going to point to a girl doll, like this (point 'to

girl doll).

Mother: If I poiht to a boy doll, tap your knee like this

(tap your knee). Let's tap our knee together.

Mother: If I point to a girl'doll, raise your hand like this

15
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GAME 1 - Continued

( raise your hand). Let's `raise our hand together.

Mother: What are we going to do if I point to a boy doll?
That's right, tap our knee (tap your knee).

Mother: What are we going to do if I point to a girl doll?
That's right, raise our hand (raise your hand).

Mother: O.K., now watch! [Make ue_names for the dolls if
you-wish].

name]
Mother: (Point to a doll and say): Johnny! What do we

do when I point to a boy? (Let child answer). Good,
we tapped our knee because Johnny IS a boy.

[doll's name]
Mother: (Point to another doll and say): Sally! What

do we do when I point to a girl? (Let-child answer).
Good, we raised our hand because Sally IS a girl.

NOTE:

Point tioeach &ill and do the same thing. Then
repeat the game with your own child or children.

If ypr child does not answer, ask him
again. Then say; "Let's tap our-knee
together." If he taps his knee, shake
hi hand and sax: "Good, we are tapping
our knee because Tommy (or doll) is a
boy."' Do not push the child further at
this time. .
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DAY 2

GAME 2 -- A-SOME, IS-APE

Materials: .

Trend Poster Dolls (PhySical Fitness)

4 girl dolls; 3 boy dolls

Mother: Remember yesterday when the gate was pointing
to a doll that IS a boy and a doll that IS a

/girl. We pointed to A boy and A girl. Today
We're going to point to SOME boys and SOME girls.

Mother.: O.K.? Are you ready?
. Now watch me very carefully.

[doll's names]

Mother: (Point to two boy dolls) Johnny and Billy are boys.

Are Johnny and Billy boys? (Let your child answer).

Yes (nod your head), Johnny and Billy are boys.

[doll's'names]

Mother (Point to two girl dolls ) Sally and Susie are

Are Splay and Susie girls? (Let your child answer).

Yes, Sally and SUsie are girls.

Mother: Now watch me carefully. I am going to point .to

SOME boys and to SOME girls. If I point to\SOME
boys, tap your kilpe*like this (tap your knee).

Mother What are we going to do if T point to SOME boys?
(Let your child answer). Right, we're gdihg to

tap our:knee (tap your knee).

ti

Mother: If I point to SOME girls, raise your_hand like this.

(Raise your hand).

Mother: What are we going to do if I point to SOME girls?

(Let your, child answer),. Right, we're going to

raise our hand (raise your hand).

2
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GAME 2 - Continued

Mother: O.K. Now watch!

[doll's names]
Billy 'and Johnny

Point very dramatidally back and forth
to the two dolls.

Mother: I pointed to SOME boys.. What do we do when I
point to SOME boys?' (Let your child answer).
Good, we tapped our knee because I pointed to
SOME boys.

Mother: Sally and Susie,'

Point very dramatically back and forth
to the two dolls.

Mother: I pointed to SOME girls. What do we do when I point
to SOME girls? (Let your child answer). Good, we
raise& our hand because I poihted tb SOME girls.

Mother: Carol and Judy

Point very dramatically back and forth
to the :two dolls.

Mother: ,
I pointed.to SOME girls.' Do you know what to do? '

`(Let your child answer). Good," we raised our hand
because I pointed to SOME girls.

If there are two boys or two girls playing
these games, do the same thing -with0,1,r
children. That is, call a name and if
you point to a boy, have your, children tap
their knee, and if you point to a girl, have
your children raise their hand..

NOTE,: If your child does not answer, ask him again. Say,

"I at pointing to 'tome boys. Let's tap our knee
together." If he taps his knee, shake his hand and

say: "Good, we our tapping our knee because I am

pointing to some boys."

2 2.
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DAY 3
[If child.is a boy]

(If child is a girls use pp. 7 and 8]

GAME 3 -- NOT

Materials: .None

Mother:

Mother:

(call child's name (Child #1)

is NOT a girl.

IS a-boy.

Call on the same boy` throughout.

Child #1

Is (}child's name)) a boy? (Let child answer).

Mother: Yes,

Mother: Is

Mother:

Mother:

Child #1

Child #1

IIS a boy.

a girl? (Let child answer).

is NOT a girl.

Child #1

No, I

Child #1

Child #1

1 is NOT e

1
is a boy.

2 3

0

. .(Let child antwer).



GAME 3 - Contibued

Child #1

Child #1

Mother: Is

Mother:

NOTE:

No,

Child #1'

Child #1

-6-

is NOT

is NOT a

41

4

. (Let child answer).

a girl? (Let child nswer) .

is NOT a girl.

IS'a girl.

Oh, you caught me.

Child #1

(Let child respond.)

IS a

If other boys 'are in the groi.
same for each boy, Child #2, etc.

ti

\

(If girls are in yoUr group, turn to pp. 7
and 8).

If youk child does not answer, say "Let's shake
our head together. 'Yes, Johnny is a boy." If

he shakes his head, say "Very good, Johnny is a.

boy." Then shake his hand.

If your 'child is a boy, turn to p. 9 for-your

next game,

24
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DAY.3_
[If child is a girl]

[If child is a boy, use pp. 5 and 6)

GAME 3 -- NOT

Mother: Use your child's name IS a girl.

Child #1'

is NOT a 'boy.

Call on the same girl throughout.

. Child #1

Mother: Is (child's name:

Mother: Yes,

'Mother: Is

No,

Mother:'

Child #1

a girl? (Let child answer).

Child #1

Child

Child #1

Child #1,

Child #1

Child #1

IS a girl.

a boy?' (Let, child answer).

is NOT a boy.

is NOT a

is a girl.

.

is NOT a boy.

. LLdt .child answer).

is NOT a C
(Let child answer).

25
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GAME 3 - Continued

Mother:- Is'

Child #1
a

a boy? (Let child answer).

Child #1.

No,
-I

1 is NOT a boy.

Mother:

Child #1

"Th

n

Ii'rs a boy.

Child #1

Oh, You caught me:

If other iris are in the
r

rou ire

IS a

b

eat the
samefOr each -girl, Child #2, etc.

NOTE: 1f your child does not answer,
our head together. 'Yes, Judy
she shakes her head, say ",Very
girl." Then shake her hand.

2

say "Let's shake
is a,girl."

good, Judyis%a

A
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DAY 4

GAME 4 --Fun with NOT 0

Materials: None

Child #1
A

Mother

Mother:

Child #1

Child #1

Child #1

Mother:

Child #1

is,a boy (girl).

is NOT a

is NOT a teacheL

--T1 is NOT a

silly.

Child #1.

a.

(Let child answer).

(Let child answer).

is NOT a piano. Come on, let's be

is NOT a (Let child answer).

Mother: I am your mother.

I am NOT a floor.
. 6

I am NOT a . (Let child answer).

Play with other children in-the group,

repeating_game_with_child_42.

NOTE: If the.ehild says "I ain't no" or "You are not no,"

do not correct. Just casually repeat," is

. not a," or "I am not a ." Learning to think
the negation is more important than exact words.

c3
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DAY 5

GAME 5 -,- OR-IS-NOT

Materials: Trend Poster Dolls
Same as Days 1 and 2

Mother: (Point to a boy doll). Am I pointing to a boy OR

am I pointing to a girl? (Let child answer).

Mother: Good, I am pointing to a boy.

Mother: (Point to a girl doll). Am pointing to a boy OR

am I pointing to a girl? (Let child answer).

Mother: Is your name

Child #1

OR is your name

Albert? (Let child answer). Yes, your name is

. Your name is NOT Albert.

Repeat with Child #2, etc.

Lay the dolls on the floor and place a crayon on

top of three of them. a

Mother: SOME of these children have a crayon and SOME do

NOT have a crayon.

Mother:

Child #1

NOT a crayon.

, point to a doll where'there is

Mother: Point to a doll where there IS a crayon.

28



GAME 5 - Continued

Mother: Point to SOME dolls where there IS a crayon.

Mother: Point to SOME dolls where there` is NOT a crayon.

Mother,: Point to'a girl where there IS a crayon.

Mother: Point to a girl where there is NOT a crayon.

Mother: Show me a boy where there IS.a crayon.

Mother: Show me a boy who does NOT have a crayon.

Mother: Show me SOME boys where there IS a crayon.

Mother:

Mother:

Mother:

Show me SOME boys who do NOT have a crayon.

Point to SOME girls where there is NOT a crayon.

Point to SOME girls where there IS a crayon.



GAME 5 - Continued

tr

Mother: Is

-12--

DAY 6.

Child #1

standing up-OR is

sitting down? (Let child answer).

Child #1

Child #1

Mother: Good, 1 is sitting down.

Mother:

Child #1

is NOT standing up.

OR are you a cat?Are you a boy (girl)
(Let child answer).

Mother: Good, you are a boy (girl). You are NOT a cat.

Mother: Am I your mother OR am I a tree?
(Let child answer).

Mother: (Point to an object in the'room). Is this your bed
OR is this a chair? (Let child answer).

Continue with this game until your child is no
longer interested in playing.

.

NOTE: If child should say cat or tree, smile and say,
"I know you're teasing me."
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DAY 7

ti

GAME 6 SAME--DIFFERENT

Materials: None

Mother: Now we're going to play a DIFFERENT game with',
raising our hands and tapping our knees. Now

watch carefully.

Mother: I'm raising my hand (raise, then lower hand). Now

I raise my hand again. I just did the SAME thing.

I raised my hand.

Mother: Now, I'm going to do something DIFFERENT. I'm

going to tap my knee (tap your knee). See, tapping

my knee (keep tapping) is DIFFERENT from raising
my hand (raise hand).

Mother: Is tapping my knee. (go through motion) DIFFERENT
from raising my hand (go through motion)?
(Let child answer).

Mother:_ies,_they are differ..:nt. Tapping my knee is not
the same as raising my hand.

Mother: I am tapping my knee (tap your knee). Can you do

the SAME thing?

Mother: Good, we are doing the SAME thing.

If needed, say, "Let's do it together," and try
A) 4-m

Mother:

toencouragehimt
Dramatize the act, very emphatically .

t_

Child *1

, can you do something that is NOT

the SAME as tapping your knee?

31



GAME 6 (cont.)

Mother: 'Good,

-14-

Child #1

is (repeat -what he is doing,

e.g., stamping_ his foot).

[Stamping.our foot) is NOT the SAME as tapping our knee..
[Stamping our ot] is DIFFERENT from tapping our knee.

Mother: NOw, let's have some more fun with the words SAME
and DIFFERENT.

Mother: klow, I'm stamping my foot.

Mother: Is stamping my foot the SAME as (repeat earlier act)?
(Let child answer):

Mother: Stamping my,foot is NOT the SAME as (repeat act).
It is . (Give choice, "Same or'different?"),.

NOTE: It will probably be necessary to give the
choices' SAME or DIFFERENT. Give the choice,
SAME or DIFFERENT several times throughout
the game and encourage children to shout out
the correct choice.

MOTHER: Good, they are DIFFERENT.

Mother: O.K. Let's play a game doing the SARE'things OR
DIFFERENT things. Now watch me. Let's)do the SAME
thing. (Go through 3-or 4 different m tions, e.g.,
roll hands, tap head etc., each time repeating,
'Let's do the same thing.")

Mother: Now let's change the game. Now I'm rolling my hands.
Can you do something that is NOT the SAME as rolling
my hands? Something that is DIFFERENT. (Repeat with
3 or 4 examples). (Say, "Do something the SAME as
mbat I'm doing" and switch to "do something DIFFERENT
from what I'm doing now.")

NOTE: If there is more than one child in the group,
let a child be leader. 'Also, if a child does
not seem to want to play, say,
"(name your own child) is sitting. I am
roiling my hands." Such action by the..
mother might help bring. the child into
the game.

32
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DAY 8

3

GAME 7--REVIEW WITH PICTURES

Materials: Appropriately Arami pictured or use of
pictures from magazines.

(Place each picture on -the floOr).

Mother: (Point to picture of a boy). This is a boy.
Is this a boy? (Let child answer).

Mother: Yes, thisIS a bOy.
Do you remember what we do when we Poin t6 a boy?

(et child answer).
That's right, we tap our knee.

Mother: (Point to a picture of a girl). This is NOT a boy.

Is this a boy? (Let child answer).

Mother: No, this is NOT a boy.
This is a . (Let child answer).

Mother: Is this a boy OR is this a girl? (Let child answer).

Mother: Good, this IS a girl.
What do we do when'we point to a girl?
(Let child answer). Right, wetraise our hand.

Mother:. (Point to a boy sitting). Is this boy standing OR
is this boy sitting? (Let child answer).
-Good-,---thi-sboy -is

Mother: These are SOME boys. .(Point very dramatically to
each picture, back and forth, stressing the word

SOME).

3.3
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GAME 7 - Continued

Mother: Are these SOME boys or are these A boy?
(Again, point very dramatically to each boy, back

and ,frrth. Let child answer).

Mother: Good, these are SOME boys.

Mother: Is a boy (point,to picture) the SAME as a girl?

(Let child answer).

Mother: No, a4by is NOT the SAME as a girl.

Thieyare . (Give choice "SAME or DIFFERENT"

kfr.thecessary).

Mother: This boy",i/s playing ball.

Mother:. (Point to a different picture). This boy is

(Let, child answer).

Mother: Are these boys doing the SAME thing?
(Let child answer). No, "they are doing something

. .(Give choiCVSANE or DIFFERENT" if

Mother: This boy is eating (port to'poy.eating).

This boy, is eating, too (point to another boy eating).

Are these boys doing something that is theSAME-ar,
are they doing something DIFFERENT?..(Let child

answer) -.

necessary).

Mother: Yes,'they are doing ,the SAME thing.
This child is eating AND this child is eating.

wi
crying Is this boy playing

a ball OR is this boy sitting? (Let child answer).

4 e

Mother: Yes, this boy is playing with a ball. What is he

doing? (Let child answer).

Mother: Yes, 'he is playing with a ball.

34



GAME 7 (cont.) -17-

Mother: Is this boy playing with a ball (point to picture).

doing the SAME thing as this boy (point, to picture)

who is eating? (Let .child answer).

Mother: No, they.are doing something
"SAME or DIFFERENT" if necessary

' , (Give choice

-Mother: (Point to cowboy). This boy is eating. (Wait for-

Child to answer). Oh, you caught me. 'He is NOT

eating. He is (Let child answer).

Mother: (Point to a boy). This is. SOME boys. (Wait.for

child to answer). You caught4me ag4in. This is

. (Give choice "A boy'or SOME.,boys").

Mother: (Point to SOME boys. This is A boy. (Wait for

child to answer). ,You really are catching me.now.

These are . (Give choice "SOME or A boys").
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DAY 9

GAME 8--BEGINNING EMOTIONAL AWARENESS

Materials: Moods and Emotions Picture Set
(David C. Cook)

Mother: (Point to boy smiling). This boy is smiling.
Is this boy smiling? (Let child answer).

Mother: Yes, (nod-your head) this boy is smiling.

Mother: (Point to boy crying). This boy islTOT smiling.
Is this boy smiling? (Let child answer).

Mother: No, this boy is NOT smiling.

Child #1

'Mother: , you point to a picture of a child

who is NOT smiling.

Mother: Good, this boy is NOT smiling.

Mother: Now show me a picture of a girl. (Let child point).

Mother: Good, this IS a girl. This is NOT a
(Let child answer) .

*Child #1 (or 2)

Mother: , point to a picture of a boy who

IS cryihg. (L't child point).

Mother: Good, this boy is crying.

Child\il (or 2)

Mother: , show me a boy who is NOT crying.

(Let child answer).

* You can call on the same child or a different child.
Let each child in the group have a chance.
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Mother: Good, this boy is NOT crying. He IS

(Let child answer).

GAME 9 IF--THEN--NOT

Mother: Ir

Child #1

is .a boy (girl), THENI

Child #1

'" is NOT a (Let child answer).

-Child #1 (or 2)

Mother: IF your name is , THEN your name is

NOT (Let child answer).

Child #1

Mother: IF your name is

jump now.

Child #1

Mother: May

Mother: No,

Child #1

Mother: Now, if your name IS

May

, THEN you may NOT

jump now? (Let child answer).

can NOT jump now.

Child #1 .

J , you MAY jump.

jump now? (Let child answer).

Pn Child #1'

Mother: Now you may jump,

Mother: IF you are a girl, THEN you' are NOT a

---(-Let-'c hi'ld a asweri-.

Mother: IF you are eating, THEN you are NOT

(Let child answer) .
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GAME 9 - Continued

Mother:

.-20-

IF ram crying, THEN I am NOT
.(Let child answer).

Mother: IF I am laughing, THEN I am NOT
(Let child answer).

Mother: IF I am standing. THEN I am NOT
(Let child answer).

Call on child

Mother: , O.K., Now, , roll your arms like
this (roll arms). IF you are rollings your arms,
THEN you are NOT . (Let child answer).,

Mother: Now think of something DIFFERENT to do.

IF you are-(state what child is doing) THEN you
are NOT . (Let child answer).
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GAME 9 - Continued

=21-

DAY 10

GAME 9 HAPPY--SAD, SAME--DIFFERENT

,

Materials: Moods and EmotiOns Picture Set

Mother: This child is smiling. He 'feels happy. This boy

is NOT smiling. He feels sad. Can you show me
a happy face? (Let child show happy Tace).

Mother: Can you Show me a sad face? (Let child show sad face).

Mother:. (Point to ha bo ). Do this boy and (point to
sad. boy this by have the.. SAME feelings OR do they .

Of
have DIFF4kEtIT feelings? 4Let child answer).

Mother: Yes, 'they have DIFFERENT.feelings. The'y d6 NOT feel

the same way.

Mother:.'. If this .boy is ?laughing (make sound) then is he happy

OR is he sad? '4 (Let child answer) .

Mother: Yes, he happy.

Mother: If this boy (point to different boy) isrlaughing,
then is he happy OR is hp sad? (Let child amswer).

Mother: Yes, he'fedis happy. This poy (point to picture)
and this boy (point to piCVure) both feel happy.

4 Do his boy am this boy feel the SAME way, OR

do they have DIFFERENT feelings? (Let child answer).

Mother: Yes, thex,bothffeel the SAME way.

Mother: This boy and this boy are crying. They both feel

sad. Do they feel the SAME way or a DIFFERENT way?

(Let child answer).

Mother: Yes, they both feel the SAME way. Thy feel
(Let child answer).

NOTE: If child answers incorrectly, simply
repeat that a',smiltng child fee] happy.

and a crying child feels sad. Ask the ,

guestiorNagain:'

. 3
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.FOR MOTHER

To -ThinI About: .I

Feelings and Point of View

(This and other sections labeled For Mother are provided

as supp!ements.to the formal day by day script the mother per-:
forms with her child at,homo.. Tech'separate supplement is
placed in the script after appropriate formal lessons. If

group discussions are being held the group leader-can stimulate
discdssion based on the content of these supplements. If ,a

mother is using this script herself, she can read through \these

supplements to stimulate her thinking about her work with her

child).

Purpose: To think about' ways people feel from more than one'
point of view.

1. What does your child do or say ca make you feel!

a) happy

b) sad
t

c) angry

2. Why does(actiom or statement stated above)

make you feel

a) happy

b) sad

c) angry

3. What do you do or say that might make your

child feel
.7.

a) happy

b) sad

c) angry

4. Why does (action or statement stated above).

make you feel

a) happy

b) sad

c) angry

40
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DAY 11

GAME 10 - -AND

Materials: Picture #9 from My Comiunity Set (Policeman)

Picture from Helping and Shaiin4 Set (2 girls

marching)

Mother: (Point to :policeman). This is a picture of a man.,
He is wearing a pc4iceman's ,ha. Hej.s wearing a

hat AND (1,6y child answer).

Mother: What else can you say about this' man? (Let child

answer).

'Mother: He is man AND he is wearing a hat, AND he is

' ',(Let child answer).

Mother: He is wearing a hat AND he ks'Weating
.What else is.he wearing? (Let child answer).

Mother: Yes, he is wearing a hat AND he is wearing a (repeat
r--,

child's answer) AND a (Let child answer).

Mother: He is leaning over AND I'm
(Let child answer)."

Mother:

talking to,

i
There are lots of things we can say aboUt this man.

He is a mail' AND 'he is wearing a .hat AND he is wearing

AND - AND .
,' AND he is leaning

over and he is talking to some children.
.

,

NOTE: Raise your arms similar to an orchestra
leader every timeyou say the word AND.

Ericourage your child to.shout the word

AND with you.

Mothet: TheAteman,is NOT walking: He' is, NOT0

(Let chi,.danswer).

Mother::° Good, he is NOT (repeat what child said).

Put.policeman picture away and put out
picture of two girls marching .

4
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GAME la - Continued

Mother:\' (Point' very dramatically to both girls). Are

these SOME girls OR are these A girl? (Let

child answer).

Mother': Yes, these are SOME girls. Are they'dOing the

SAME thing OR are they doing something different?

(Let child answer).

Mother: they are doing the SAME thing.

Mother

Mother:

These are pictures of,girls. They are marching.

They are marching AND . (Let child

answer).

They arc marching AND (repeat child's answer.)

AND .
What else can you say about

these girls? (Let child answer).

Mother: -These girls are not sitting. are NOT

. (Let child answer).

Mother: Good, they are NOT (repeat what child said).

Mother: Can you think of something else these girls

are NOT doing?' (Let child answer).

Mother: Good, they are not (repeat what child said).
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DAY 12

GAME 11--HAPPY--SA9 (HOW-CAN WE TELL?)

Materials: Penny
Pencil
Picture #8 from Social Development Set-

. Singing Together

Mother: Is this a penny? (Let child answer).

Mother: You can tell. because you can see it with year eyes.

How can you tell? By seeing with your

(Point very dramatically to your eyes).

Mother: Now close your eyes. (Hide a pencil behind your back).

Do I have a. pencil OR a key in my hand? (Let child

answer). You can NOT tell because now you can NOT

see with your eyes.

Mother: O.K. , now open your eyes. (Show pencil).

Now tell me what this is: (Let child answer).

Mother: How'Can you tell? You can see it with your

(Point to'your eyes, very dramatically, and let

your child say "eyes"):

Takeout picture #8 from Social Development Set-

Singing Together .

-Mother: A boy can be happy. A boy can be, sad.

(Point to a boy in the picture). 'Do you think this

boy is happy OR do you think this bby is SAD?

(Let child answer).

Mother: How can you tell? (Let child answer).

Mother: .He is laughing. We can tell another way too. BY

seeing with our eyes. How can we tell? By seeing

with our (Point to your eyes, very dramatic-

ally, and let child say "eyes");

Mother: IF he is smiling (laughing) is he happy OR is he sad?

(Let child answer).

43 .
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GAME 1,1 - Continued

Mother: Yes, he is happy. If a boy is happy, then he
is NOT sad.

Mother: These children are all stretching. Are they
doing ,the SAME thing OR are they doing something c

DIFFERENT? (Let child answer).

Mother: Yes, they are all doing the SAME thing. They

are all stretching.

Mother: They are all'smiling. They all feel
choice "happy or sad").

Mother: Yesi they all feel happy. Do they all feel the
SAME OR do they feel vpIFFERENT way? (Let

child answer).

Mother: Yes, they all feel the SAME way.

Mother: How can we tell they are happy? (Let child

answer).
(If child says they are laughing, follow with :

"How can we tell they are laughing? We can
see with our eyes." Point to eyes).

44,
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DAY 13

GAME 12--MORE HOW CAN WE TELL?

Materials: None

Mother: Let's talk about our eyes some more. Show me your

eyes. (Point to your eyes.) We can see with our eyes.

What can we do with our eyes? (Let child answer).

Mother: Yes, we can see with our eyes.

x.

Mother: Ndw close your eyes. Keep them closed. Cover your

eyes with both hands. Can you see with your eyes

now? (Let child answer).

Mother: No, you CANNOT see with your eyes when they are closed.

Mother: Now open your eyes. Can you see with your eyes now?

(Let child answer).

Mother: Yes, you can see with your eyes when they're open.

Mother: Now let's talk about our eats. (Point to your ears).

We can hear with our ears.. What can we do with our

ears? (Let child answer).

Mother: Yes, we can hear with our ears.

Mother: Can we SEE with our ears? (Let child answer).

Mother: No, we CANNOT see with our ears.

Mother: What CAN we do with our ears? (Let chiAllanswer).

4 0
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GAME 12 - Continued

Mdtheri Yes, we can'hear with our ears.
Can we hear with our eyes? (Let child answer).

Mother: _No, we CANNOT hear with our eyes.
What CAN we do with our eyes? (Let child answer).

Mother: Yes, we can SEE with our eyes.

Mother: I am laughing. (Demonstrate). Am I happy OR am

I sad? (Let child answer).

Mother: How can you tell I'm happy? I(If response is, "You're
laughing," say, "How can you tell I'm laughing?")
Did you SEE me with your eyes: (Let child answer).

Did you hear me with your ears? (Let child answer).

Mother: Yes, you can tell 2 ways. One way y611 cah tell I'm

happy is-to see me with yourveyes.. You can SEE I'

laughing. Way number 2 (show 2 fingers) you 'can tell

I'm happy: You can hear me laughing with your ears.
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x.

DAY 14

GAME 13 - MORE HOW CAN WE TELL

Materials: None

Mother: -My eyes can (point to eyes).

My ears can (point to ears).

Do my eyes and ears do the same thing? (Let child answer).

Mother: No, they do NOT do the SAME thing. 9

They do DIFFERENT things.

Mother: What can my eyes do that my ears CANNOT do?

-(Let child answer).
Yes, my eyes can see.
My ears CANNOT (Let child answer).

Mother: What can my eafs"do thatmy eyes CANNOT do?

(Let child answer).
Yes, my ears can hear.

My eyes CANNOT . (Let child answer).

Cover face with a big book or sheet of paper and

laugh very dramatically .

Mother: Am I happy or am I sad? (Let child answer).

Mother: How can you tell? (Mother keep book covering your face).

If response is, "You're laughing," say, "How pan you

tell I'm laughing?"

Mother: Can you see me? (Let child.answer).

Mother: No, you CANNOT see me with your eyes.

Can you hear me with your ears? (Let child answer).

4.7



-'GAME 13 - continued

Mother:

-29-

Yes, you can hear.me with your ears. O.K. -- (Mother
take away book now).

Mother: Now we have two (Show 2 fingers) ways to find out
if someone is happy. One is to (point to eyes)
see with our eyes.

Mother: What's one way? To see'w,ith our . (Let

child answer). To (Keep repeating, very
slowly, until children say "eyes").

Mother: Way #2 is to hear with our (Point to your ears).
Way #2 is to (Keep repeatin,f Wry
slowly, until l-7Fildren say ,Triqa. with our ears."),

Mother: What's way #1? To (point to eyes)
Way #2? To (point to ears)

If children do not say both on their own
have them cover their eyes, laugh and repeat
process.

Mother: Can anyone think of a third way to find out if I'm

happy? Way #3? (Continue until group runs out of ideas).

1

NOTE: If child says "ask him," act it out. "Johnny,
are you happy?" etc. If irrelevant response is
given, just say maybe and ask for another idea.
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FOR MOTHER

To Think'About: II

Information Gathering

Purpose: To think about more than one way to find out how

someone feels and to develop a greater sensitivity
to the feelings of others.

1. How can you tell that your child is feeling

the way he is?

How else?

How can yoil find out how he is feeling?
A h

2. How can you get your child to firid out how you

are feeling?

I
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DAY 15

GAME 14 - MORE HOW CAN WE TELL

Materials:
ybs, OxIr Pets .
wifth faces - Family Puppets

'(Use dogi.and.cat.-pictures).
Do you kndw what this is? (Let child answer).

Mother: Right, a dog.

Mother: Do you know what this is? (Let child answer).
Right, a cat.

Mother:

Mother: If you could choose a dog (point) OR a cat (point)

to play with--that means you can only choose one
(show one finger) , which one would you choose,

Child #1
1? (Let child answer). You would

phoose the (repeat what child' said and point to

picture).

Terry:* (Mother places a boy puppet face over her face and

.
says,: "Hi, I'm Terry." 'Use character voice of

Terry) I would choose the (whatever child chose).

You chose the . I chose the . Did

we choose the SAME thing OR something DIFFERENT?
(Let child answer).

Tery:* Yes, we chose the SAME thing. You chose the
AND I chose the

Nancy:* (Place the girl puppet over your face). Hi, I'm

Nancy. (Change voice) . I choose the (whatever child

did not choose). You chose the

* Whenever a name appears other than Mother, mother
speaks in character voice of puppet brought to the

game.
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GAME 14 - continued

Did we choose the SAME thing OR did _we choose
something DIFFERENT? (Let child answer).

Mother: Yes, you and Nancy chose something different.
You chose the . Nancy chose the
You and Nancy chose DIFFERENT things. Different
people chose different things. Is is O.K. for
different people to choose different things?
(Let child answer).

Mother: Yes, it is O.K. for different people to choose
different things., Did everybody (hold up the
2 puppets) choose the SAME thing? (Let child
answer).

Mother: No, you chose - things (Let child answer).

If more than one child is playing, ask each child
I

what they would choose. Ask if they chose the same
things asour 4-year old or something different,
reminding them what each child chose.

'Mother: (Take out parrot picture).
Child #1 or #2

, would

this parrot make Terry (Puppet face) happy? (Let
qchild answer).

Mother: MAYBE yes and MAYBE no.
How can we find out? (Let child answer.)

Mother: Let's ASK him, Terry, would,a parrot make you happy?
(Plar- Terry in front of your face and say, in voice of
Terry,) "Yes, a parrot would make me happy."

Mother: (Take puppet face away). We found out if the parrot
would make Terry happy because we ASKED him. What
did we do? We (Let child answer.)

e
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GAME 14 - continued

-32-

If child does not say ask, repeat, "We
asked him,' then say again; "What did we"

do?"

Mother: We have two ways to find out if a parrot. would make
Tetry happy: We ASKED him, AND we.heard him tell us
with our (point to ears.)

Mother: How did we ASK? We said, would a parrot make you
happy?

04
Mother: (Talk to Nancy puppet, held in your hand). Nancy,

would a parrot make you happy? (Place Nancy in front
of your face and say, in voice of Nancy): No, a
parrot would NOT make me happy."

Mother: (Take puppet face away). Oh, a parrot would make Terry
happy. A parrot would NOT make Nancy happy. Differdnt
children like different things.

Mother: (To child) If you could choose this parrot OR this
pony, and you could only choose one, which one would
you choose? (Let child answer).

Mother: You would choose the . Which one do you think
I would choose? How can you find out? Can you ASK me?
(Let child ask, then answer him).

NOTE,: If child does not ask but gives an answer,
e.g., the parrot, follow with, "No, I
would choose the pony. See, you had. to
ask me."

IF THERE IS MORE THAN ONE CHILD IN THE
GROUP, PLAY THE FOLLOWING GAME,ALSO.

Mother: (Use rabbit and parakeet pictures).
D? you know what this is? .(Let children answer). :
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GAME 14

Mother:

- continued

Yes, a rabbit.
Do yoU know what these(point to birds) are?

. (Let child ansc4r).
u

Mother: Yes, these are, SOME birds.

,Child

Mother: , if you could choose a rabbit or a

.

Mother:

bird--that means you can only choose one (show
one fifiger), which one would you choose?

Child #1

would choose the (repeat what child

said and point to picture).
,

If more than one child is playing:

Child #2

(Ask next child) j I, which one would

you choose?

Ask each child the group what he would choose.

Point out if different children choose different
things,e.g., "Some children choose the SAME things
and some children choose different things."



GAME 14--continued'
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DAY 16

'Materials: Transportation Set

Re eat revious ame #14, Usin*the trans ortation
pictures.

54
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Purpose :

F

ti

34-A

FOR MOTHER

To think About: III

4

Preferences of Different People

To appreciate that different people like different
things and to think about ways tp ,find out other

people's preferences.

1. Let's think about our likes and dislikes.

a) What foods 'do you like?

*b) Do you know anyoe who doesliot like

c) What foodkdiS you not like?

*d) Do you know anyone Who'does not lie
4

2. Repeat question 1 with TV'shows.

3. How can you find out what your friend (or otfieri

mother in group), likes. and does not like?

4. How can you find out what your child
does not like?

a) Can you think of a time when you
by hearing what your child said?
describe it?

b) Can you think of a time when you
by watching what your child did?
describe it?

c) Can you think of a time when you
by asking him?

likes and

found out
Can you

found out
Can you

found out

* If group discussion is being held, ask each mother in the

group and point out the differences in preferences.

5 5
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DAY 17
[If, more .than one child is playing] *

[If one 'child is playing, use pp. 38-40]

,GAME 15 .- DO YOU LIKE
V /

/

i V

Materials: None

Mother: / Today v,re4re going to think of ways.-to make other

I.children feel happy. O.K. .Are you ready?
't

/

/

/

Mother: / Let's think Of all the ways we can, you know,

/
all the things we can DO or SAY to make

Child #1

Mother:

happy. Anybbdy have an idea?

(Let children answer).

MAYBE that would make

Child #1'

Child #1
MAYBE that would NOT make

happy.

happy.

Can someone ask him (her) if that would make

him (her) happy?

IF child answers YES:

That's one way to make

Child #1

happy.

NOw let's think of a different way to make

Child #1

children answer.)

happy. Way number two.\\(Let

/

* You may wish to play the game with puppets even if Thdre
than one child is present (see t)13.38 to40 ).

5 6
.

\
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GAME 15 continued

IF child answers NO:
Child #1'

Mother: Oa, that idea did not make [7- happy.

Well have to think of something DIFFERENT.

If child says YES to both ideas:
Child #1

Mother:. Now we have two ways to make

(Repeat first idea) AND (repeat 2nd idea).

Mother:

Mother:

Mother:

happy.

Now we're going to play a game called Do You Like?.
Asking Do You Like is one way to find out what makes

people happy.

Child #1

, do you-like to build with blocks?

(Let child answer). Do you like 'to run? (Let same

child answer). Do you like ice cream? (Let same child

answer).

IF the child says "yes" to all 3, say:

Child #1

likes blocks AND running AND ice cream.

Different thing
\

make the SAMEchild happy.
..,

Mother: 'Who does NOT./ike build with blocks?

Mother:

If a child answers, say\

Child #2

does not like to build with blocks.

57
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GAME 15 - continued

Mother:

''Mother:

Mother:

Mother:

Mother:

Child #1

-37-

does like to build with blocks:

Everybody does NOT like the SAME thing.

Child #1

does

Child #2

like dolls?

(Let child answer). Can you ask him (her) if
he (she) likes dolls? Go ahead and ask.

Do you (to firstchild) like dolls?

If both children said yes:

'Both of you like-dolls.
'Both of you like the thing. (Give choice of

"same or different" if necessary)'.

If one child says yes and one child says no:

One of you (use child's name) does like dolls.
One of you (Ilse child's name) does not like dolls.
Different children like different things.
We have to find out what other people like.

[If you do not wish to play the game on pp. 38 -40,

your next game appears on pp. 41-44.]

O
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DAY 17
[If playing with one child]

[For more than one child, use pp. 35-37]

GAME 15 - DO YOU LIKE

1.

Materials: Fun'with. Faces (Puppets)

Mother: Today we're going to think of ways to make other
children feel happy. O.K. Are you ready?

Mother: Let's think of all the ways we can, you know,
all the things we can DO or SAY to make Terriy
(puppet) happy. (Mother, hold Terry in front
of you.)
To child: Do you have an idea? (Let child answer).

Mother: MAYBE that would make Terry happy. MAYBE th t
would NOT make Terry happy. Can you ask.him?

Terry: (Mother, use character voice of Terry). Yes, (repeat
child's idea)would make me happy.

Mother.: Ttlat's one way to make Terry happy. Now can you
think of a different way to-make Terry happy? Way
#2. (Let child answer).

Terry: (In front of mother's face) No, (repeat idea #2)

would NOT make me happy.

Mother: Oh, that idea did not make Terry happy. You'll have
to think of something DIFFERENT.

Mother: Now we're going to play a game called DO YOU LIKE.
Asking DO YOU .LIKE is one may to find out what makes
people happy.

59
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GAME 15',- continued

Mother:

Mother:

Mother:

Child #1

, do you like to build with blocks?

(Let child answer). Do you like to run? (Let child

answerl. Do you like: ice-cream? (Let child answer).
ok

If your child says YES to all 3, say:

You like blocks AND running. AND ice cream. Different

things make the SAME-child happy.
4

(Pick up Terry and talk to him as if you were' a

ventriloquist). Terry, do you- likerto build/with

blocks?

Terry: (Mother, use character voice of Terry). Nc, I do NOT

like to build with blocks.

/

Mother You like to build with blocks. Terry does Not like

to build with blocks. You. and Terry do NOT like

the SAME thing.

/

Mother: (Pickup girl puppet Nancy). I .

(To child) Does Nancy like dolls? (Le child answer).

.
Can you ask her if she likes dolls? GO ahead and ask her.

Nancy: (Mother, in voice of Nancy). ,Yes, I do like dolls.

Mother: (To chifaW.1 Do you like dolls?

Mo-ther:

If child says Yes:

You like dolls.
Nancy likes dolls.
You and Nancy like the thing. (Give choice

"same or different," if necessary).

60
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GAME 15 - Continued

Mother:

If child says No:

V

You do not like dolls.
Nancy does like dolls.
Different children like different things.
We have to find_out what' people like.
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DAY 18'
[For more than one child]

[For one child, usepp. 45-46]

GAME 16 - MORE IF--THEN--MAYBE EMOTIONAL REACTIONS

Materials: None

Mother: I

Mother:

Mother:

Child #1

, can you, show me,a happy face?'

(If child does not respond, say: "Let's make a

happy face together.") \

Child #1 (or #2)

can you show me a SAD face?

We know two ways peopl can feel. One way (show

one finger) is HAPPY. Imitate happy). Way number

two (show two ,fingers) i AD. (Imitate sad).

There is way number three (show 3 fingers). MAD.

(Imitate MAD).
r

Mother: MAD and angry are the SAME feeling. (Again, imitate

an angry look):*

Mother: Let's make up a story. Let's pretend we know that

Name Child #1 Name Child #2

likes cookies. If

let her have a cookie, would,that make Child #1

1

happy? (Let children answer).

If you prefer, substitute the wort angry for mad

from this point on.
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GAME 16 - continued

Mother: Yes, that might make

Child #1

Child #1

happy. How might

'Child #2

feel if 1

her have a cookie? (Let children answer).

Mother: Yes, he might feel sad (or mad).

. Child #1

Mother: Now let's pretend

her (his) hand and

Child #2

would NOT let

had a cookie in-

snatched it from

her (him) and ate it. (Imitate `snatching motion).

How might that make

(Let children answerl.

Mother: tagolbe that would make

(show expression). Let's find out.

Child #2

Mother:

Child #1

Child #1

If

feel?

feel MAD

Child #1

snatched a cookie from you, how

would that make you feel? (Let child answer).

See, we asked her and we found out how she would feel. D

She,told us she'would feel (repeat child's answeV9
and we heard her tell us with our (point to ear):

Mother: (Give two-children a cookie or a toi..), O.K., 'now

Child #1

, this is just a game. You snatch

6j
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GAME 16 - continued
Child #2

the cookie (toy) fromi--

Mother: (To second child)

Mother:

-Mother:

Child #2

feel about that? O.K., now

Child #2

the cookie (toy) back tol

, how do you

Child #1.

Child #2

give

, how id° you feel now? (Let 2nd

child answer).

Let's pretend that

Child #1

Child #1

lost his dog.

1,can you look sad? How does

How might

look? (Let child or children answer)%

Child #1

feel if he found his dpg

again? If his dog came back to him? (Let children

answer) .

Mother: Yes, he would probably feel happy.

. Mother: Now, let's pretend

Child #2

would not give it back to

found that dog and

Child #1

.. How might



GAME 16 - Continued

Mother:

Mother:

that make

-44-

Child #1

Ifeel? (Let children answer).

Maybe that would make him feel mad and maybe,
that would NOT make him feel mad. How can we

find out?
Child #1 Child #2

Let's ASK him. will NOT

give you your dog back. How would you feel? (Let

child answer).

Mother: We found out by ASKING,,him.

Mother: Let's pretend it is real cold out and

Child #2

does not have any mittens. So he took YOURS (point

to another child.) Would you feelliappy or mad? (Let
child answer).

.

Mother: What would make you mad,

Child #1 (or #2)

(IF child does not answer). "Would it Make you

mad if someone broke your cookie ar ate, it?" (Let

child answer). "Would it make you mad if someone

scribbled on `your painting?" (Let child, answer).

If you are playing with more than one child,
turn to pp. 47-48 for your next game.

CJ
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DAY 18
(For one child)

[For more than one child, use pp. ,41-44)

GAME 16 - MORE IF--THEN--MAYBE - EMOTIONAL REACTIONS

Materials: Fun with Faces Puppets

Mother:

Mother:

Mother:

Mother:

Mothers:

Mother:

Terry:

Mother:

NN

(To child.) Can you show me a happy face?
(If child does not respond, say: "Let's, make a

happy face together.")

(To dhild.) Can you show me a SAD mace?

t.

We know two ways people can feel. One way (show

one finger) is HAPPY. (Imitate happy) . Way #2

(show two-fingers) it-SAD:--(-Imitete sad) . There is

way #3 (show three fingers). MAD. (Imitate MAD).

MAD and angry are the same feeling. (Again, imitate

an angry look). *

Let's make up a story, et's pretend we know that
Terry (puppet) likes co tries. If you let him have a
cookie, would that make Terry happy? (Let child

answer).

(To Terry) Would it make youhappy if he (she) gives

you a cookie?

(Mother, in voice of Terry). Yes.
N

4....
1/

.

Ye 4, that would make Terry happy. How might Terry feel
if you would NOT let him have a cookie? (Let child

answer).

* If you prefer, substitute the word angry for mad from

this point on.
66



Game 16. - continued '

Mother:

-46-, .

Yes, he might feel sad (or mad).

Mother: Now, let's. pretend Terry has a cookie in his hand

and you snatched it from him and ate mot. (Imitate

snatching motion). How might that make Terry feel?

(Let child answer).

Mother:

Mother:

Terry:

Mother:

Mother:

Mother:

Mother:

Mother:

Mother:

Maybe that would make Terry feel MAD (show expression).

Let's find out.
--

Name of your Child

(To Terry) Terry, if snatched a

cookie from you., how would that make you feel?

(Mother, in voice of puppet) MAD.

See, we asked him and we found out he would feel mad.

AND, we heard him tell us with%our (point to.ear).

Let's pretend it is rear'cold Alit and Terry does.not

have any mittens. SO he took yours. Would you feel

happy or mad? (Let child answer).

What else would makevu mad?

(If child does not answer)

Would it make you mad if someone broke your cookie and

ate i.t? (1Jet child answer).

What else. would make you mad? (Let child answer).

What would make yOu feel happy? What else? (Let child

name as many things as he can).

6
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DAY 19

GAME 17 7 WHYBECAUSE

Materials:
Picture #6 from Social 'Development Set - Playin9.

Together
Picture #4 from SociF:1 Development Set --Girl

Falling Off Bike

Mother: (First, use Picture #6, Playing Together). Does this
boy feel happy OR does he feel sad? (Let children.
answer).

Mother: How can you tell? (IF child says "He is smiling" say,)
How Calf-yeti-tell he is, smiling? We can see him with
our (point to eyes).

Mother:. Why is this boy happy? MAYBE BECAUSE
(Let children answer).

. ,

-J

,Mother: He MIGHT be happy BECAUSE (repeat what child said).

Mother: The idea of this game is to think df lots of reasons
WHY he might be happy. He might be happy because
(repeat first reason) OR Can anybody
think of a'DIFFERENT BECAUSE?

NOTE: Continue until group (or child) runs out of
reasons. If a child says he is sad, ask why.
116 may have a logical thought, for example,
"The ball hit him in the eye." , I.

From now on, if an answer is opposite from what
you expect, always ask "why."

It is :Important that when you ask the next child
(or seine child) for a "Aifferent because" that
yot,1 repeat, the first child's answer and say,
that might be why, now the j.dea of the game 'is to

think of 1ots of .becausest" In' this way, the
children'do not think that this answer was incorrect,
but learn that more "becauses" are needed to play the

'game.
138 ;
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GAME 17 - continued
\

Mother:

-48-

(Use picture #4 from Social Development - Girl Falling 4

off Bike). "How is this girl feeling? ("HAPPY" or
"SAD" if necessary) (Let child answer).

Mother: How can you tell? (If "She is crying" is given, ask,
"How can you tell she is crying - -we can
(point to'eyes).

Mother: Why is she sad? (Let children answer).

\

Mother: Why did she fall off her bike? Because

.

Mother: That's `one because. Let's think of lots of DIFFERENT
BECAUSES.

Mother: (Call on same child again or a different child).
Do you have a DIFFERENT BECAUSE? (Keep going until
children run out of ideas. Encourage children to
look at the whole picture for ideas).

Mother: What can this boy (in picture) DO or SAY to make her
feel happy? `;(Let children answer).

Mother: That's one way. Can anybody think of way t2? Let's
.think of lots of ways to help her feel better.

4
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DAY 20

GAME 18 - MORE INFORMATION GATHERING AND IN IVIDUAL PREFERENCES

Materials:
Picture #9 from Food jnd NutflTion Set (Fruits)
FUN WITH FACES if one child is, laying.

Mother:

Mother:

Mother:

Mother:

Child #1

, if you eoul, choose one (show one

finger!) of these fruits to eat, and only one,
which one would you choose? (Let child answer).

Why tould you choose the ? (Repeat

chip's choice).
Bec use . (Le child answer).

second child or

wo
ch
(L

Terry*
Child #2 or (puppet)

ld you choose the SME fruit that/(first child)
se, OR would you choose somethirfg DIFFERENT?
t child or puppet answer).

Ask each child in /the grout what he would
choose and point out thp'se who choose the
SAME thfrig and those who choose DIFFERENT

Ch

things.

#1

,
isithere something here that you

do NO like? (Let child answer).

You do Tiot like Is there anything else
you do 40T like? t(Let child answer). You do

NOT lik

1* If your child
girl puppet.

I

s a gir,, you may wish to use the

7 0
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GAME 18 Continued
I

Mother: (To same child) Do you like apples? (Let

child answer).
.

Do you like oranges? (Let child answer).
Do you like bananas? (Let child answer).
Do you like watermelon? (Let child answer).
Do you like grapes? (Let child answer).

Mother:

Child #1

Child #2 or

, can you find out what

Terry
(puppet)

"Can you ask him?")

likes? (If necessary, say

Have each child ask another child or puppet
"Do you like?" one of the fruits.

7i
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DAY 21

GAME 18 - continued

Materials:
2 or'3 pictures from Food and Nutrition Set
#7 from My Community Set--Sick in Bed

Repeat preferences game on previous pages with

other pictures from Food and Nutrition Set.
Point out SAME and DIFFERENCES in choices.

Take out Sick in Bed Picture.

Mother: How does this girl feel? '(Let child answer).

Mother: How can you tell? You can see with your (point to eyes).

Mother: If you were sick in bed, would you feel happy OR

would you feel sad? (Let child answer).

Mother: Why do you think that this girl (point to picture) might

feel happy? Because (Let child answer).

Mother: That's one reason she might be happy. Can you think

oSa DIFFERENT reason, a DIFFERENT BECAUSE? (Let

chlqd answer). (Keep asking for more reasons).

If any of your children said he'd feel sad,

ask "W y would you feel sad to be sick in bed?"
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GAME 19
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DAY 22

Read Story, Will I Have a Friend?
At a propriate places, when lau Fin etc.
is.mentioned, ask how c i d in t e story
feels and why. Add at appropriate place,
especially after the line:

Mother: Sarah was telling Margaret a secret.

Jim looked at them.

Where was his friend?

ADD

You know, Jimmy really wants a friend.

Nobody wants to play with him.

How does Jim feel now?

(Let child answer.)

Why do you think he feels
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FOR MOTHER

To Think About: IV

More Information Gathering

Purpose: To think about how to find out the facts concerning

what happened in a problem situation.

Let's say your child comes in and says another child hit him.

What's the first thing you say or do?

Then what happens? What does the child say or do?

And then?*Is anything said or done?

1. Now let's think about this again - When the child

first says someone hit him, what are the facts.

as the child sees them? How can you find out

how the child views the facts? What questions

can be, asked?

2. What are the facts as you see their'?

By listening to him, what exactly did he say?

How was he feeling as he tells you someone hit

him? How could you tell? Can you think of more

than,one way you could tell how he feels?.

3. Do the facts differ as you and your child see them?

4. What kinds of questions can you ask your child to

find out all the facts?

5. What did the child do when he was hit?

Why did he do what he did?

How can you find out why he did what he did?

.6. Why did you say or do what you did?

Any other reason?

Now look at two examples of dialogues between a mother

and her child (see next page).
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Two Examples

Child. Mommy, Tommy hit me.

Mother. Hit him back.

C. BUt I'm afraid.

You've got to learn to defend youkself.

C. O.K. Mommy,

C. Mommy, Tommy hit me.

M. Why did he hit you?

C. (crying) I don't know.

M. I see it made you sad. What were you and Peter doing

when he hit you?

C. Playing.

M. When he hit you, what did you do next?

C. Nothing.

M. Why did you do nothing?

C. I kicked him.

M. Before or after he hit you?

C. After.

M. O.K., you kicked him. I see.

C. Mommy, I called him a'dummy.

M. When?

C. Before.

M. Is that why he hit you?

C. Yea!

7 5
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\

Now let's think about these dialogues.

1. In what way are the dialogues in example 1
different from example 2?

2. Which mother was more effective? Why?

3. What facts were in the story that mother #1

may have never found out that mother #2 did

find out?

4. How did mother #2 find them out?

5. What else might you say to find out your

child's feelings?

Mother #2 got her child's point of view and encouraged him

to think about the facts. Her questions were not threaten-

ing and her child was not afraid to tell her he hit first.
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DAY 23
[For more than-one child)

(For one child, use page 55)

GAME 20 - WHAT MIGHT HAPPEN NEXT?

Materials: one

Mother: Let's make up a story together and I'll help you.

Mother:

Child #1
Let's pretend' scribbled on

Child #2's Child #2

painting, and

did not like that. How might Child #2 feel,

happy or mad? (Let child answer),,

Yes, she might feel (repeat child';s answer). Why

might she feel this way? Because

Mother: We know that
Child #2

would feel mad.

Let's make up what might happen next in the Story.

What might
Child #2

do or say next?

Child #1 Child #2's

Remember 1

painting (make

scribbled on

scribbling motion with arm). What might

'1 7



GAME 20 - continued

Child #2

I

-54-

do about this? (Let child answer).

Mother: That's one thing he (she) might do. IF

Mther:

scribbles on
Child #2's

Child #1

painting, then Child #2

MIGHT (repeat child's answer). What else might

Child #2

do or say if someone scribbled

onzher painting? (Let child answer).

Now we have two things that.might happen.
AND . Can you think of

anything else that MIGHT happen?
Child #2

Anything S might DO? Might SAY?

If more thanione child is playing, turn to
page 55 for your next game.

r
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DAY 23

[For one child]

(For more than one child, use pages 53-54]

GAME 20' WHAT MIGHT HAPPEN NEXT?

Materi : Fun With Faces (Puppets)

Mother :1 ' Let's make up a story together and I'll help
you. Let's pretend you scribbled on Terry's*
painting and he (she) 'did not like that.
How might he (she) feel, happy or mad?' *(Let
child answer).

Mother: Why might he (she), feel
answer). Because

Mother:

A

Mother:

Mother:

(repeat child's
,(Let child answer).

We know that Terry would feel . et's ,

make up what might happen' next in the story.d
What might Terry do or say next? Remember, you
scribbled on his painting (make scribbling motion_
with arm). Whatmight_Terrydo aboutthis? (Let
child answer).

That's one thing he might do. If you scribbled on :1

Terry's paintirig, THEN he MIGHT (repeat
child's answer) .

What else might Terry DO or SAY if you scribbled on
his painting? (Let child answer).

Mother: Now we have two thing's that might happen.
AND . Can you think of anything else
that MIGHT happen? Anything, else Terry might DO?
SAY?

* You can use another puppet for variety tf you like.
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DAY 24

GAME 20 - continued'

(All groups For one or more than one child)

Materials: 2 boys from Helping and Sharing Set

"Mother: Let's pretend Karl*(name of child in picture)
(point to Karl) said to Larry (name of other child

in pitturer (point to Larry) "You're a crybaby!"
How might Larry feel? Happy or mad? (Let child

answer).

,

',Mother: Yes, he might feel mad.

Mother.: Why might Larry feel mad? Because
(Let child answer).

Mother:

Mother:

We know that Larry would feel mad.
Let's make up what might happen next in the story.
What might Larry do or say next? Remember,---.Karl

called .Larry a_crybabr. . -What might Larry do about

-this? (Let child answer).

That's one thing that might happen. rf Karl calls

Larry a crybaby, THEN Larry MIGHT (repeat what

child said).

Mother: Canyou think of something else that Larry might

do or say? (Let child answer).

Mother: He might '(repeat first answer) OR he might (repeat

second answer) : Now we have two things that might

Happen. Can yowl think of something different that

might happen? (Let child answer).e

(See next page and continue on same day).

You can give the boys in the picture any name you

wish, or let the child give them names.

80
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DAY 24 (continued)

GAME 21 - ALLIE STORY - PART I (Emotional Feelings)

Materials: Alligator Puppet

Using the alligator hand-puppet, tell the
following story.

I am Allie the alligator. I have no legs.
cannot run and play with the 'children. I w sh
I could run ancl'play with the children.

How does Allie the alligator feel? (Let child
answer).

Why does he feel sad? (Let child answer).

Because,' (Let child answer).

One day, a big whale saw Allie crying. He said,
"Allie, why are you so sad?" Allie said, "Because
I clnnot run fast and play with the children."

The whale said, "But you can swim.; You can swim
faster than all the other alligators. All the
other alligators want you to playJwith them.
They like you very much." Allie Smiled and laughed.

How does Allie the alligator feel now? Yes he
feels happy Do you remember how he felt be -fore?
Yes, he felt dad before. See, before 'he was sad,
and now he's happy. He feels different now.

Allie the alligatOr swam with the other alligators
and he showed- them all how to swim very fast.
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DAY 25,

GAME 21 - Continued-ALTJIE STORY PART II (How Can I Find Out)

Materials: Whale Puppet and Alligator Puppet

Mothpr `Here's Allie again--Remember yesterday we found
out that Allie loves toswim. How did he .feel
when he was swimming yesterday. JIf necessary
say., "Did he feel happy OR. did he feel sad?")

0.

Mother: Yes, he felt very happy because he loves to swim.
He'd a very fast swimmer, too.

Allie: I've been swimming All morning. This
morning some of_my friends asked me to
'swim with them and I said yep. They know
I love to swim.

Mother: With Allie on one hand and the whale puppet on
the other, continue as follows, slowly enterih\
the whale from the side.' "'

. \
, '''

.

Allie: liere comes one of my ,friends Whip) le the
Whale. He loves to swim, toQ.

Whipple Hi We sure had fun swimming this'
morning. We both love to'swim, don't we?
Let's go swimming now again. That -would
make me very happy.'

Allie: (Pull Allie's mouth in, so he looks sad;
hold head down, and hold a minute )

Whipple: What's the Matter, Allie, why do you look
so sad? I thought it would make you happy
if I asked you to swim.
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GAME 21 - Continued

Allie: I was happy when we swam this morniA.
We swam for a long time. I would NOT
be happy to swim again today.

Whipple: (Turns away from Allie). .I guess he doesn't
want to play with me today. Gee'I wish
he'd play with me today. I'll have to think
of something.soche',11 want to play with me
today. Oh, I ,know what I'll do.

Whipple: (Turns back to Allie and very enthusiastically
says), "Allie, if you don't want to swim
right now, do you want to play with my new
bail?"

Allie. No, I don't like that game.

Whipple: (Puts head down, then turns to Allie and very
enthusiastically says), "Would you like to go
find some food to eat?"

Allie: Not now, I just ate and I'm not hungry.

Whipple: Gee, Allie, I really want to do something with
you. What would you like to do now?

Allie: I'd like to play hide and seek.

Whipple: O.K. I'd like that, too. I'm glad I ASKED
you. I thought maybe you didn't want to
play with me today:

Allie: Oh, no. .I like you. I just didn't want to
'"swim because I wanted to-do something dif-
ferent now. Maybe tomorrow we can swim
again. Maybe tomorrow I will want to swim
again.

Whipple: O.K. Let's play hide and seek now. (Hide
Allie behind your back and have Whipple find
him) .
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GAME1 \21 - Continued

Mother:

t

They played hide and ceek for awhile and they were
very happy. The next \day they went swimming again.

Mother: Does Allie the Al
the time? (Let c

Mother:

Mother '\

ligat r like to swim some of
ild nSwer).

Does he like to swim all the time? (Let child

answer).
Op I

No, sometimes hellikes to swim and sometimes he

does NOT like to ;swim. If he swims too much,
he might get tired.

Mother: What do you liketo do? (Let child answer).

Mother: Do you (repeat child's answer,) all of the time or
some of the time?

\ Mother I bet you would feel, tired if You (repeat answer)
ALL of the time.

Whipple:

Whipple:

Whipple:

(In voice of character) How did I find
out what Allie wanted to do now? (Let

child answer):

Yes, I'm glad I askedOlim. I thought he
didn't want to play with me..

What can you do when you think somebody
does not want to play with you? (Let

child aAswer).

Whipple: How can you find out wiat they want to do?

ASk different children the aboveiquestions and, if

time, let them have turns playing with the puppets.
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DAY 26

GAME 22 MORE DO YOU LIKE?

Materials: None

Mother: ReMember when we played the "Do you Like"
game? Whipple asked Allie what he'd like
to do and Whipple found out Allie really~":
did want to play with him. He Asxkp him
what he would like to do now.

Motner:

Child #1

child answer).

, what do you like to do? (Let

If the child does not answer,
you like to jump?" Keep giving
until the child says "yes."

r-r)

say, "Do
suggestions

v'

Mather: Do you like to jump ALL of the time or SOME of
the time? (Let child answer).

Child

Mother:

likes

#1 Child #2 *

j, what do you think I

to do? Can you ask him? Do you like

Child #2

Mother: Oh, Ilikes to (repeat child's

answer). Do you like to clO,that, too? (Let
child answer).

*Or Terry puppet.
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GAME 22 - continued

IF YES

Child #1

1

and

SAME thing.

IF NO

-62--

Child #2 *

o

'Child #1 Child #2 *

i

1 and 1

DIFFERENT things.

like to do the

1 like to do

Encourage the 1st child to ask the 2nd child or
puppet "Do,you like ."

,.

,

Take out rest of Food and Nutrition Pictures and play
the DO YOU LIKE game as long as there is interest.

*Or Terry puppet.

0
el
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DAY 27

GAME 23- MORE WHY-BECAUSE

Materials: -Duck Puppet

I'm Dilly the Duck.
I came to play a game with you today.
I tame to play the Why-Because Game.
Let me show you how to play. First

play with Mommy.

Dilly: (Turn puppet toward you). MoMmy, I'm
very tired.

Mother Why, Dilly?

Dilly: Because I forgot to take,my nap.

Dilly: (Turn puppet toward children). Now, I'm going
to play with you. When I say something, you
all ask real loud, Why? Let's try it. I'm

very ,hungry.

ti Now ask why.

Very good. Now, remember, ask why every time
I say something.

Dilly: I'm very hungry.

Children: Why? , <,,

Dilly: Because I haven't had my lunch.

Dilly: I like geingto school.

Children: Why?

Dilly: Because the children are my friends. .

Dilly: I can't sing today.

Children: Why?

Dilly: Because my throat hurts.

Dilly: Now let's change the game. I'm going to acsk
you WHY and you make up the BECAUSE. Now..listen.

... ,.
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GAME 23 Continued

-64-=

Dilly, to
Mother: (Turn puppet toward you). I am going to the store.

I am going to walk. I am NOT going to take the bus.

Dilly: . Can you guess WHY I'm going to walk?

Mother: Because it'd a nice day out.

Dilly: Maybe. Can you think of a different BECAUSE?

Mother: Because your friend is walking to the store and
you want to walk with your friend.

Dilly: See, there is more than one BECAUSE. Now let's
play together.

Dilly, to-
Children: (Turn puppet'toward children). Johnny won't come

to my house and play with,me today.' Why won't
Johnny come to my house and play with me today?

o Does anybody have a BECAUSE? (Let children answer).

Dilly: MAYBE he won't come BECAUSE (repeat response).
Does anybody have a DIFFERENT BECAUSE? (Let
children answer).

Go on until children run out Of answers .

Dilly: Let's play this game again.

Dilly: I like birthday parties. Can you gtess WHY I
like birthday parties? (Let children answer).

,Dilly: Very good. MAYBE I like birthday parties
BLICAUSE (repeat answer).

%No

Now let's think of a DIFFERENT BECAUSE.
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GAME 23 - Continued

I like birthday parties BECAUSE (let children
respond).

Mother. Very good. Why does Dilly like birthday parties?
Maybe it's because

repeat first answer

OR because

then repeat second answer- _
OR, etc.
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FOR MOTHER

To Think About: V

Alternative Thinking

Purpose: To think about alternative ways of dealing with
problem situations.that a child may bring to or
create for mother.

1. Reread problem situation described in exercise
For Mother To Think About: IV. Given the facts
now, what might mother #1 do or say when her
child tells her someone hit him.?

2. What might mother #1 do or say next?

3. Now, think about another thing mother #1
could do or say next.

(If group discussion is being held, leader
can ask for different ideas from the group).

4. If(idea #1)is said or 'done, think about what
might happen next. What, might the child do
or say if (idea #,1) is said or done?

. What else might the child do or say?

5. Repeat step 4 with idea #2, etc.
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DAY 29

GAME 24 - FAIRNESS

IPlay only if you have FOUR or more
children playing. All mothers play
"More Fairness" (p. 69Twhether'you
are playing with one child or with

more than one childT

Mother: Today we're going to talk about the word FAIR.

Let's go on a pretend trip to the zoo. We will

go in a car. Let's pretend the car is only big

enoughto take some of you. It is' NOT big

enough to take all of you. Some of you can go

now and some will go later.. Let's_pretend that

now (name one-half the .childreh-Lft the-group)
will go on our pretend trip.

For now, (name the rest of the group) will have

to stay here BECAUSE the car is NOT big enough

for all of you. (Use chairs or blocks and act

this out by setting up a car).

Mother: All the children over here (point to first half)

are going on the trip. The rest of you over

here will get to go later. (To the rest) Wait

for us here, ma'll be back soon.

c""

Mother: If you're going on' the trip now, raise your hand.

(If any incorrect hands are up, or not up, correct).

Mother: O.K., if you're going on the trip now, let's open

the door, (o throu h motion and et the children

to join you), let's all get in (pretend in sitting

position), and let's pretend we're riding (demon-

strate by bouncing). Can we make the sound of a

horn? Let's all drive. I see a cow. What do you

see, ? (Have children name animals they

see).
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GAME 25 - Continued

Mother: Very good. We had a fun ride, didn't we? Let's
open the door and get out. Now we're back.

Mother: Now I'm going on another trip with some children.
We're going in the same car, and I can only take
some of you. Who should go on the trip?

Mother: (.From raised hands, pick one child who did not go
the first time and one who did go the first time),

Did

answer).

Child #2

Child #1

Did

go on the first trip? (Let child

go on the first trip? (Let child

answer).

Is it fair for (one who did not go) to go now? (Let

child answer).

Mother: Why is it FAIR for him to go now? (Let child answer).

Mother: Yes, it is FAIR for him to go now because,he did NOT
go on the first trip.

Mother: Is it fair for (one who did go) to go now? Remember,
he did go on the first trip.

Mother:L Why is it NOT FAIR for I

(Let child answer).

Mother: That's right, it is NOT FAIR for

to go now because he went the first time. We have

to go now?
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GAME 25 - Continued

to give everybody a chance to go.

Go through each child - remind if theytWht on
the trip or not, and ask, "Is it FAIR?" Why isi
it fair or NOT FAIR?

Go on trip with second / group .
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/ DAY 29

GAME 25 - Continued - MORE FAIRNESS

Materials:
N.

Farm Anirals - 5 Yellow and 4 Black--Group 1
5 Green and 4 Red--Group 2

Mother: Here we have some farm animals. (Let children
name them if they wish).

Mother:' .This is their pen, where they eat. Let's pretend
there is food, inside/this pen for the animals and
this is where they eat their dinner. (Put cut up
pieces of paper inside pen and pretend it' kth,
food).

Mother: .Now, there is orfl.y enough food for SOME of these
animals. There is NOT enough food for al..1.-of them.
SOME of these animals can eatnow and SOME will
eat later. Let's pretend that now thes'bianimals
can eat. (Place 5 yellow and 4 black animals
inside the pen) . The, rest will have to' wait
becaus'e-th! pen is NOT-t_genough---for BALL of -them.
(Tip the animals over to make it look like they're
eating. Then take the paper out).

Mother: O.K., now these animals have had their dinner.

Mather: Now the rest of the animals ,pan. have their dinner.
(Place the animals in 2 groups -- those who had
their dinner and those that did not)./ (5green
and 4 red). Did these animals have their dinner?
(Point to 1st-group who ate). Did these animals
Piave their qinner? (Point to 2nd group that did
'not eat) .'`

Mother: Is it FAIR for this group (poiSlt to 2nd group that
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GAME 25 - Continued

did not eat) to eat their dinner now? .(Let
child answer).

Mother: Why is it FAIR for them to eat now? (Let child
answer).

.

Mother: Is it FAIR for this,group (point to ls,t group that
aid eat) to eat their dinner now? (Let child
answer).

Mother: Why is it NON FAIR for these animals (point) to

eat now? (Let child answer).

Mother: If these animals (1st group) eat all the food, THEN
these (2nd group) would\ NOT have any food to eat.
Is that FAIR? (Let child answer).

No,, that is NOT fair. IN IS FAIR for ALL the
animals to have SOME food. O.K., now let!s let
thege animals (2nd group) have their dinner.

Put .the 2nd group and paper in the pen
and .tip the animals Over and they pretend
to eat.

Mother:

animals
,

LmandtallNowuttheanintoour children.
\ i

.
1

1

--,

Mother: If two children want tolOok at a story book', and
one keeps it and does-UOTIlet the other one/see it,
is that FAIR? (Let child'answer).

Mother: No, that is NOT fair.

Mother: If.two Children want to look at t-a story book, TA-a-t---
is FAIR? (Let-Child answer).

(If no response0

What can they do if. they want, to look at The game
storybook? (Let ch,ildlan',..wer).

,
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(repeat answer) is not fair, what is the FAIR
thing to do? (Let child answer)

.

GAME': 25 - Continued

Mother: , How might on child feel if:the other ,did NOT
let him look at the storybook? (Let child answ r ).

Mother:
I
Yes,
do. tO

he might feel sad (mad): What can that 0
make him feel happy again? .(et child

answer).

Mother:

,

Is it FAIR for one child to look at a storybook

arid then
it?

keep it so the next child can NOT\ see
(Let child answer).

. -

I

Mother : .Why .s .hat NOT fair? (Let child answer) .

`h.

Mother: Can you
that

think of something else a cbildcan.do%'
is NOT fair? (Let child answer).

-I
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DAY 30

PROBLEM SOLVING SECTION

Problem 1. How Child A can get Child B to help carry
the box to the shelf.

Solutions Game (Use picture #1 in Flannel Board
Helping and Sharing Set)

Mother: Let's pretend both these boys were playing with
toys and it's time to put them away. A and B
(give boys in pictures names) were playing with
the toys.

Mother: This boy (221111) wants that boy (point) to help him
carry that box to the shelf. (Have children give
the boys' names).

Mother: What does want to do?

Mother: wants

Mother and Children: This boy wants-that-boy-to-help-him
put-the-toys-away.

Mother: Now remember, both boys were playing.

Mother: Was playing? (Let child answer). Was
this one playing? (Let child answer). Yes, both
these boys were playing.

Mother: Who should clean up, put the toys away? (Let child
answer).

Mother: Is it fair for to clean up all by himself
and not ? (Let child answer).
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Problem 1 - Continued

Mother: No, it is not fair for to clean up and
not

Mother: Is it fair for (other boy) to clean up all by
himself and not ? (Let child answer).

Mother: Is it fair for both boys to help clean up? (Let
child answer).

Mother: Yes, it is fair for both boys to help clean up.

Mother : Why is it fair to both boys to help clean up?
(elicit because statement).

Mother: It is fair for both to help clean up because both
were playing.

Mother: Now, let's pretend will not help
carry the box to the shelf.

Mother: What can DO so will help him
carry the box to the shelf? (Let child answer).

Mother: (Repeat child's response and say, "That's way #1."
Write this and all of child's responses on paper or
a blackboard). Then say to the child the following:
The idea of this game is to think ot Lots ot ways
that B can get A to help him put the toys away.

Mother: I'm going to write all your ideas on this paper
(board). Let's fill up the whole paper (board).
Who's got a different (new, another) way (idea)?
(Ask the same child or a different child).*

Mother: He could (repeat #1) OR he could ? Can
anybody think of way #2? (Use fingers).

See next page for ADDITIONAL GAME (for nonresponding
child).



Problem 1 - Continued

Mother:

Mother:
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Good. (Shake child's hands). That's way #2. Now
we have (repeat way #1 and way #2 counting on
fingers). He can #1 or #2. What else can he DO?

9 _ -
say, all together, 'OR.'

Mother and-Children: OR.

)' Let's

Mother: Can anybody think of way #3? (as ideas decrease),
What can he SAY? Let's fill the WHOLE paper.

Mother: Let's all say together, "What else?"

Mother and Children: WHAT - ELSE?

NOTE: For enumerations, e.g., "Give him candy,"
"Give him gum," :repeat solutions, classify
and ask for an idea that's different from
[giving something].

Avoid saying "that's a good idea." The
children will evaluate ideas themselves
in later sections. It is all right to
say, "good, you gave a different idea,"
reinforcing the fact that his idea is
different, not that his idea is good.

*(From previous page)
ADDITIONAL GAME (For nonresponding child)

In this and all problems, the puppets (either
Terry or Nancy or the animal puppets) can be
used in the following, ways:

1. Hold a puppet in front of you and
say, in the voice of the puppet
character, "I wish I could think
of an idea. Can you help me?"

2. Let child hold puppet and encourage
him to give you an idea through the
voic of the puppet, e.g., "Terry,
do you have an idea?"
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W O R K S H E E T

Solutions Given (Including Irrelevant) - Problem 1

[If desired, list solutions on this page, given
by child or children)

Solutions

1 0 0
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DAY 31

Problem 2. Girl wants mother to buy her a box of cookies
(use picture #2--My Community).

1. Solutions Game:

Mother: This girl (point to picture) wants her mommy to buy
her a box of cookies.

Mother: What does this girl want her mommy to do?

Mother: This girl wants her mommy to

Mother and Children: This-girl-wants-her-mommy-to-buy-her-
a-box-of-cookies.

Mother: What can this girl DO so her mommy will buy her a box
of cookies? (Let cald answer).

Mother repeats child's response and says, "That's way #1."

Mother: What's the idea of this game?
To think of lots of different ways.

Mother: She could (repeat #1) OR--she could

Mother: Let's ask "OR?"
Let's say that together, "OR?"

Mother: Can anybody think of way #2? (If one child is playing,
say, "Can you think of way #2?)

Mother: Good, Sally (shake hands)--you gave way #2. Now we
have (repeat way #1 and way #2, counting on fingers).
She can (repeat way #1) OR she can (repeat way #2).
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Problem 2 - Continued

Mother: All together, let's say, "What else?"

Mother Can anybody think of way #3? What else could she
do? What else could she Ea?*

NOTE: Keep going, always repeating all responses,
always recognizing, and always asking, "What
else?" If children begin to enumerate,
classify it, i.e., hit, kick, bite are all
hurting. Then ask for a way that's different
from hurting.

If child suggests a trade, i.e., give her some
cake, mother says:

How would that make her feel?
Do all people like cake?
No, all people do not like cake.
Maybe he would like cake.
How can we find out if he would like cake?
If he would not like cake, what else can
she do?
(Continue same line of questioning).

If child suggests making her happy, without any
specific ways as to how, use "How can she make
her happy?" and proceed with the same line of
questioning.

* If necessary, you can pull out a puppet. i.e., Terry,
hold it up in front of you and say, in the voice of
the puppet, "I wish I could think of another idea. Can you
help me?"

or

Let child hold the puppet and ask the puppet, "Can you
think of an idea, Terry?"
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WORKSHEET
Solutions Given - Problem 2

[If desired, list solutions on this page,
--r given by child or children]

Solutions
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DAY 32

Problem 3. Girl wants lady to read her a story (#5-Mx
Community)

Mother: This girl (point to girl in picture) wants
this lady to read her a story.

[Follow same dialogue procedure as in
problem #2, using content of this
problem]

WORKSHEET

Solutions
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DAY 33

Read a story - Suggested is "The Circus Baby," by Maud
and Miska PetershaM, N.Y., MacMillan, 1950.

Questions.

How does

Why does he feel

feel? *(In appropriate places).

After line, "Mother elephant decided that her baby_

must learn to eat just as the circus people did,"

the following is suggested:

"Elephants eat with their trunks (imitate).

People eat with their

Do elephants and people eat the SAME way?

No, they eat (Same or different) ways?

After line, "But she was careful NOT to break

anything," say:

"Why is it a good idea NOT to break anything?"

"Because 11

After line, "The bowl tipped and clattered off the

table. Then Mr. Clown's stool gave a loud creak

and split into many pieces," the following is

suggested:

"How will Mr. and Mrs. Clown feel when they see this?

What might happen next?" (What they might do or say?)
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DAY 33 - Continued

What could you do if you spilled everything

on the floor?

(Continue with the "What else" line of

questioning).

Let's see what else happens in this story.
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DAY 34

Problem 4. Child A (in red shirt) wants child B (pointing
to book) to sit down so he can see the picture
book (#7 - Social Development)

Mother: This child (point to child in red shirt) wants
this child (point) to sit down so he can see
the pictures in the book.

[Follow same dialogue procedure as in
problem #2, using content of this
problem]

WORKSHEET

Solutions:
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DAY 35

Consequences

Problem 5. Boy wants girl to let him feed the animals.
(#12 - Social Development)

Elicit solutions in the usual way, e.g., "This boy
(point) wants this girl (point) to let him feed the
animals. (As soon as a solution is iven that is
conducive to naming
dia ogue is suggeste using pus her out of the
way" for illustration).

Mother: O.K. Let's make up a different kind of story,
a story about WHAT MIGHT HAPPEN NEXT?

the followin

Mother: Pretend the boy (reheat solution given).

DRAW A LINE DOWN THE MIDDLE AND SAY:

That's something the boy can do. I'm going to
put that over here. (Point to the left side of
line and write responses on the paper).

Mother: Now listen carefully, this is a new question.
If the boy [pushes the girl out of the way]*
what MIGHT happen next in the story? (Let child
answer) .

Mother: O.K., (call on child), the girl MIGHT [push him
back].* I'm going to write all the things that
MIGHT happen next over here (point to right side
of line and write response ,on the paper). Now
let's think of lots of things that MIGHT happen
next [if the boy pushes her out of the way]. (Let
child answer).

Mother: Good, (call on same or different child) told us what
MIGHT happen next. (Write his thoughts on the paper,
to the right side of the line).

It is emphasized that these responses are just for
illustration. Ask child for a response and insert
his answers.
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Problem 5 - Continued

Mother:

NOTE:

Mother:

Mother:

Mother:

Mother:

Mother:

Mother:

-84-

(Points to girl) The girl MIGHT [push the boy
back if he pushes her].* (Point to boy) That's
one thing that might happen. The girl might
[cry]* if [he.pushes her]*. Now we have two
(show two fingers) things that might happen.

Continue pointing to each character as they
are being described. Repeat the whole
sentence, that is, "the girl might cry if
the boy pushes her," not just, "the girl
might cry."

Be aware that the children are responding
to what she might do in response to being
pushed, not what he might do as a z;olution
to feeding the animals.

When no further thoughts are offered, change
the question to:

What might this girl (point to .9.10.) DO if this
boy [pushes her out of the wail? TLet child
answer).

O.K., .(call on same or different child), that's
one thing she might do. Can anyone think of
something different the girl might do [if the boy
pushes her]?* (Elicit different things the girl
might do).

(If not already offered, ask): What MIGHT the girl
SAY to the boy if he [pushes her out of the way]?
(Let child answer).

She MIGHT say (repeat response) OR she might say
. Can anyone think of something DIFFERENT

she might say? (Let child answer).

(If not already offered, ask): How MIGHT the girl
feel if the boy pushes her out of the way? Do you
think she might feel happy, sad or mad?

(When all thoughts are completed, follow with):
MAYBE SOME of us think [pushing her out of the way]*
if NOT a good idea.

See footnote, preceding page. The same holds for all
examples following.
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Problem 5 - Continued

Mother: If you think [pushing her out of the way] IS
a good idea, raise your hand.

Mother:

Mother:

*
Mary, why is [pushing her out of the way] a
good idea? (Let child answer).

*
O.K., Mary, MAYBE it is a goof idea because
(repeat Mary's reply). Tommy, why do you think
[pushing her out of the way] is a good idea?
(Let child answer).

Mother: O.K., Tommy* MAYBE because (repeat Tommy's*.reply).

Mother: If you think [pushing her out of the way] is NOT
a good idea, raise your hand.

Mother: Tyrone,*why do you think that's NOT a good idea?

Mother: O.K., Tyrone,* MAYBE that's NOT a good idea because
(repeat Tyrone's*reply and continue to ask each
child who raises his hand).

NOTE:

If a consequence given seems irrelevant or in any
way unrelated to the solution, ask: "Why might
that happen next?

If consequences are enumerated, such as "She'll
hit him, "kick him," etc., classify in the usual
way, £.g., "She MIGHT hurt him if he [pushes her],
What else might sne do that is different from
hurting him?'"

If there is time, elicit another solution, write
it to the left side of the line drawn in the
center of the paper, and repeat the same line
of questioning, with the new solution. Use
nonforceful ones as, "Say please," "Give her
candy," as well as forceful ones as "Hit,"
"Snatch," for eliciting solutions.

If a child wants to change his mid about a solution
being or not being a good idea, ask: "Why do you
think now?

* Use your own child's name. 110
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WORKSHEET
Consequences Given - Problem 5

ti

Solution: Solution:

Consequences: Consequences

Solution: Solution:

Consequences: Consequences:
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DAY 36

Problem 6. Boy wants teacher to look at his painting too.
(#5 Social Development)

fuse same dialogue technique as used
in problem #5, substituting this
problem]

WORKSHEET

Solution: Solution:

Consevences: Consequences:

Solution Solution:

Consequences: Consequences:
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DeY 37
[For more than one child]

[For one child, use pp- 91-92]

Actual Problem to be Solved

Materials: Toys at Home - Allie 74nd Dilly

Give each child a toy that belongs to another child.

Mother:

Child #1 Child #2

Ihas your toy.

Child #2(Name toy).

Can you think of a way to get

to give it to you? Something
say? (Let child answer).

If the child suggests a solution other
than hitting or grabbing, say "Go ahead
and try it".

you can do OR

If Successful:

Mother: Oh, you (repeat idea). Very good. You thought of
that all by yourself. How does that make you
feel? (Let child answer).

If Not Successful:

Mother: Oh, that idea did not work. Can you think of a
different idea?

Encouragethe child to carry out his solution,
if possible

If hitting or grabbing occurs, or the suggestion
to hit or grab, try the following:.

Mother: Hitting (grabbing) is one thing you can do.

Hew does that rake

answer),

Child #2

113
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DAY 37 - Continued

Mother: What might happen next if you hit (grab)?

Child #2

What might do or say if you do

that? (Let child answer). Yes. That 'night happen.

If Successful:

Very good. You thought of that idea all by
yourself. How does that make you feel?

Mother: If two children want to play with the same toy
at. the SANE time, what can they do that is FAIR?
Anybody have an idea?

Bring out Allie and Dilly.
Put a piece of food, like a carrot
in Alliels mouth and have Dilly snatch it.

Allie: (Change voice) Dilly, why did you snatch
that from me?

Dilly: (Change voice) Because I wanted it.

,(Make Allie look SAD)

Mother: How does Allie feel? (Let child answer).

Mother: What can Dilly do now so Allie will feel happy
again? (Let child answer).

Mother: (To Allie) Allie, does that make you feel happy?

Allie: (Change voice) No, I'm still sad.

Mother: Oh, Allie is still sad. Can you think of a different
idea? (Let child answer).

Mother: (To Allie) Does that make you happy?

Allie: (Change voice) Yes, I like that idea.
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DAY 37 - Continued

Mother: Very good. You thought of that all by yourself.

Allie
to Dilly: Dilly, will you let me draw with

your crayon?

Dilly: No.

Allie to
Children Can you help me? What can I do or

say so Dilly will let me draw with
his crayon? (Let children answer).

Have Allie try each idea and have Dilly say
yes or no.
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DAY 37
[For one child]

[For more than one child, use pp. 88-90]

Materials: Whipple, Allie and Dilly

Child #1

, Whipple has your toy (name toy).

Can you think of a way to get Whipple to give
it back to you? Something you can do OR say?
(Let child. answer).

Mother: Go ahead and try it. (Let child try it)

Whipple: (Change voice) No, I want it.

Mother: Oh, that idea did not work. You'll have to think
of something different. (Let child answer).

Whipple answers: O.K. You can have it.

Mother: Very good, you thought of that all by yourself.
(If the child suggests hitting or snatching, say:)
Oh, how does that make Whipple feel? (Let child
answer). Can you think of an idea so Whipple will
NOT feel sad (mad)? (Let child answer).

Bring out Allie and Dilly.
Put, a iece of food, like a carrot

and have Dilly snatch it.

Allie: (Change voice) Dilly, why did you snatch
that from me?

Dilly: (Change voice) Because 1 wanted it

(Make Allie look sad).

Mother: How does Allie feel? (Let child answer)



DAY 37 - Continued

Mother:

-92-

What can Dilly do now so Allie will feel happy
again? (Let child answer).

Mother: (To Allie) Allie, does that make you feel happy?

Allie: (Change voice) No, I'm still sad.

Mother: Oh, Allie is still sad. Can you think of a
different idea? (Let child answer).

Mother: (To Allie) Does that make you happy?

Allie: (Change voice) Yes, I like that idea.

Mother: Very good. You thought of that all by yourself.

Allie
to Dilly, will you let me draw with your

crayon?

Dilly:

Allie to
Children:

No.

Can you help me? What can I do or say
so Dilly will let me draw with his
crayon? (Let children answer).

Have Allie try each idea and have Dilly say yes
or no .
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.......... ftme.M.000

DAY 38

Problem 7. Child wants brother to stop breaking his
toys. (Use any appropriate pictures).

WORKSHEET
Consequences Given - Problem 7

Solution: Solution:

Consequences: Consequences:

Solution: Solution:

Consequences: Consequences:
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DAY 39

Problem 8. Boy wants mother to buy him a new puzzle.
(Use any non-action boy picture and draw a
puzzle on the board).

WORKSHEET
Consequences Given - Problem 8

Solution:

Consequences:

Solution:

Consequences:

Solution: Solution:

Consequences: Consequences:
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FOR MOTHER

To Think About: VI

Interpersonal Problem Solving

Purpose: To think more about alternative wa #s of dealing
with real problem situations that a child brings
to or creates for mother.

1. Think about an actual problem situation you
had to deal with recently between you and
your child.

a) What was the first thing you actually said
or did when the problem came up?

b) What happened next? What was the very next
thing your child said or did when you did
(or said) that?

c) What did you do or say next?
Continue thinking about everything that
was actually said or done from the time
the problem first came up to the end of
the situation.

2. Now think about the following:

a) Did you get all the facts from your child?

b) Did you find out how he felt when the
problem came up? How did you find out?

c) Can you think of another way you might
have handled the same problem? Something
else you might have said or done when your
child said (or did) that?
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DAY 40

Puppet Story - Review (Use finger puppets)

Brother: (Make crying sound)

Sister: I wonder why my brother is so sad. (Looks ,

at brother). Why are you feeling so gar

Brother: How do you know I'm sad? How can you tell?

Sister: I can see with my eyes that-you are crying.

Brother: I'm going to put my hands over your eyes. (Put
hand of brother over sister's eves). Now you
can't see me crying.

Sister: I can still tell you're sad.

Brother: How? (crvinq)

Sister: I can hear you with my ears.

Sister: (Aside) I wonder why he's so sad. How can I
find out? (Get children's response).

Sister: Yes, I'll ASK him.

Sister: Bet's ask him together? Why-are-you-so-sad?

Brother: Why do you think I'm so sad?

Sister: Because you cannot go out and play?

Brother: No, that's NOT why I'm so sad.
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Sister: Maybe it's because your friend did NOT come
today.

Brother: No, that's NOT why I'm so sad.

Sister: Does anybody know WHY he is so sad?
Maybe
Maybe

. Maybe

Sister: I think I know.

Sister: You want to go to the zoo and no one will take you.
Going to the zoo would make you happy, right?

Brother: No.

Sister: No? Going to the zoo would make me happy. I thought
that would make you happy, too.

Brother: I do like the zoo. But I went to' the zoo already
today. I do NOT want to go to the zoo again now.

Sister: Oh, .t did not know you just went to the zoo.

Sister: Would going for a walk make you happy?

Brother: No, I do NOT like to walk.

Sister: Walking makes me happy. I thought walking would
make you happy, too.

Brother: Different people like different things. You like
to walk. I do NOT like to walk.

Sister: (To children) DO you have any ideas? What might
make my brother happy?
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Maybe . Does (repeat child's answer,
e.g., candy make you happy?) (To child)

Sister: (T,D brother) Does (candy) make you happy, brother?

Have brother agree sometimes and disagree some-
times with child- For a more inhibited child,
you might want to have brother agree .

Sister: Candy makes you happy, Sally. (If brother disagrees )
Candy does NOT make my brother happy.

Sister: Who has another idea of what might make my brother
happy?

Sister: (To child) Does (what child said) make YOU happy?

Sister: (If brother agrees) You like . AND my
brother likes

Sister: Does (child's response) make you happy?

Brother:

Brother:

Yes makes me very happy. AND spinach,
AND jumping. AND swimming.

More than one thing makes me happy. You asked
me and you found out what makes me happy, and
also, by asking, you found out what does not
make me happy. Now that you made me happy, I
would like to make you happy. Would you like to
play with me?

Let each child have a turn, pointing out that it's
FAIR to take turns, and each child can have one turn .
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Solution-Consequences Pairing

I. Goal

For problems nine through twelve, the goal is to
teach the child to think successively of a solution,
then its consequence. Ultimately, it is hoped that
the child would learn to think of a solution, weigh
the pros and cons of it, and then decide which
alternative would be most appropriate before taking
action.

II. Techniques

1. Present the problem in the usual way.
2. After having elicited one alternative solution,

ask immediately for a consequence to` hat
solution, e.g.,

How might he feel?
What might happen next?
What might B DO if A
What might B SAY if A

3. Only ask for one consequence per solution. Then go
to solution a.

4. Treat enumerations, acceptable and questionable
responses, and chaining in the usual way.

(An illustrated dialo ue is iven for*Problem 9.
The same ialogue can be used for the remaining
problems).
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DAY 41

Problem 9. Girl on bike wants boy on wagon to get out
of her way. (#4-My. Community).

(Utilize usual introduction, repeat problem,
ask for idea).

Mother: Can anybody think of way #1?

Mother: O.K., I'm going to put that idea over here (to the
left of the line). She could ask him.
Now listen carefully. What might happen next if
(repeat child's idea)? (If necessary, ask: What
might the boy DO if the girl
What might the boy SAY if the girl
How might the boy feel if the girl ?)

Mother: O.K., I'm going to put that over here (to the right
of the line). "He'll help her."

Mother: Now listen again. We're going to champ the game.
Now tell me what else the girl (point to girl) can
do or say so this little boy will get out of he; way?

Write on the paper thus: If a consequence is
irrelevant, ask for another one. If a consequence
seems irrelevant, ask: l'Why might that happen?"
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Problem 9 continued

He'll help herAsk him I.

He'll eat it (irrelevant)Give him candy

He'll help her

If he won't get
He'll punch her backout of her way,

she'll punch him
)

[REPEAT UNTIL CHILD RUNS OUT OF IDEAS, ALWAYS ALTERNATING
SOLUTION, THEN CONSEQUENCE. PLACE SOLUTIONS ON ONE SIDE OF THE
PAPER, CONSEQUENCES ON THE OTHER, SO THE DISTINCTION BETWEEN
SOLUTIONS AND CONSEQUENCES CAN BE FURTHERED CLARIFIED].

1
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WORKSHEET
Problem 9

Solution: Solution:

Consequence: Consequence:

Solution: Solution:

Consequence: Consequence:

Solution: Solution:

Consequence: Consequence:
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DAY 42

.......

Problem 10. Child A wants child B to get off the slide so he
can slide down. (#1-Social Development).

[Use same dialogue as problem #10]

WORK SHEET
Solutions and Consequences - Prpblem 10

Solution: Solution:

Consequence: Consequence:

Solution: Solution:

Consequence: Consequence:

Solution: Solution:

Consequence: Consequence:
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DAY 43

Problem 11. Boy wants man to give him a ride on the
firetruck (#10-My Community).

WORKSHEET
Solutions and Consequences - Problem 11

Solution: Solution:

Consequence: Consequence:

Solution: Solution:

Consequence: Consequence:

Solution: Solution:

Consequence

129, ,,
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al. .......
DAY 44

Problem 12. Allie wants Whipple to come to his (her) house
and play. Have child hold Allie and give ideas.
The child "can have Allie think of the consequences
to his own ideas.

WORKSHEET
Solutions and Consequences - Problem 12

Solution: Solution:

Consequence: Consequence:

Solution: Solution:

Consequence: Consequence:

Solution: Solution:

Consequence Consequence:
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FOR MOTHER

To Think About: VII

Encouraging Child to Solve Interpersonal Problems

Purpose: To think about how to encourage the child to think
through and solve problems for himself based on the
skills he has learned from the training program.
At this point, both mother and child will be develop-
ing a problem solving style of thinking and communica-
tion.

Type of Problem

Child engaged in interpersonal conflict.

Specific Problem

Child initiates hurting or grabbing behavior.

Questions to Encourage
Problem Solving Communication

1. Why (e.g., did you hit him)?

2. (Hitting) is one thing you can do. How did that
make (e.g., Judy) feel?

0
3. What happened when you (hit Peter)? What did

Peter do or say?

4. Can you think of another way to (repeat reason
child gave why he hit) so that won't happen?

5. (After child answers) That's a different idea.
What might happen if you try that?

Specific Problem

Child reciprocates hurting or grabbing behavior.

Questions to Encourage
Problem Solving Communication

1. How did it make you feel when (hit) you?

2. O.K., you felt (mad).

3. What happened when you (hit) him back?
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4. (Hitting) is one thing you can do. Can you
think of something different to do that will
make you feel happy?

5. (After child answers) That's a different idea.
Is that a good idea? What might happen if you
try that?

Type of Problem

Child pouts or cries.

Specific Problem

Chili upset because he wants to fingerpaint right
before dinner and mother does not want him to.

Child wants candy he sees in store and mother does
not want him to have any.

Questions to Encourage
Problem Solving Communication

1. I can't let you (e.g., fingerpaint now)
because

2. Do you know why I can't let you ------ now?

3. What might happen if you (fingerpaint now)?

4. Can you think of something different to do now
that will make you happy?

Type of Problem

Child in potentially dangerous situation or engaged
in activity that could cause damage to property.

Specific Problems

Child is running inside.

Child is playing with water in the living room.

Child is climbing on furniture.

Child is painting on the wall.

Questions to Encourage
Problem Solving Communication

1. Is that a good idea to (run inside)?
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2. What might happen if you do that?

3. How will you feel if you (fall, dirty the
furniture, etc.)?

4. Can you think of something different to do
(a different place) so that won't happen?

Discuss actual problems that occur between you
and your child and how you might encourage a
problem-solving style of communication.

NOTE: The specific dialogue mother follows depends on
what the child says. Questions given above are
general techniques. Actual dialoguing examples
and techniques around these and other types of
problems are discussed in Spivack, G., and Shure,
M. B. Social Adjustment of Young Children,
San Francisco: Jossey-Bass, 1974, Chapters 5
and 6.
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